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The new 1.4 ern pararnp receiver went
into operation at ARO at the beginning
of the year. We have discovered so far
at this wavelength that we have a darn
good receiver and a ho-hurn telescope.
First the good news. The system
noise temperature is bebveen 200 K and
250 K, depending on weather, zenith
angle, and whom you believe, and the
bandwidth is between 400 MHz and 600 MHz.
Both the noise temperature and the bandwidth depend to some extent on the centre
frequency to which the pararnp is tuned.
That brings up the first of the bad
news. The lirni ts to the tuning range

are 22.0 Q-lz and 23.45 Q-!z, so we won't be
able to reach all the main lines of ammonia ,
and we'll need to operate at the very edge
of the pass band to reach any of them.
Furthermore the local oscillator system is
a temporary one, so the receiver has to be
carefully nursed when doing line work. A
much improved Mark II temporary system
should be in operation by the time you read
this.
The receiver appears to be ideally
suited to continuum work. Certainly the
ambient conditions experienced in midwinter show that ARO is a good site. The
noise contribution from the atmosphere \vas
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about 7 K, and f or long periods of time
ther e He r e no interruptions due t o the
wea ther . It r emains to be seen if the
same can be said in summer when we have
water vapour up th ere instead of ice
part icles .
The drmvback to continuwn observations
i s the performance of the te l escope itself .
TI1e effi ci ency is only about 10% to 12 %,
a.'l.d i t t akes somewhere be t ween 15 and 20
f l ux units to produce a degree of signal.
TI1e gain of the tel escope changes by about
25% bet ·ween the zenith and the horizon ,
and what i s wor se , changes unpredictably
Hith t ime . There i s some suggest ion that
t he gai n varies diurnally , and that there
i s a correlation between gain changes and
the appearance of the sun . In any event,
you have to work very hard to measure flux

densities more accurately tl wn ﾱ Ｑ Ｕｾ Ｎ＠
On the credit s ide the beams hapc (84
arc sees wide) is symmetrical and stable,
despite the presence of a few 7% s id el obes 1
and the pointing , once ､･ｴＱｾｩｮ
･ ､Ｌ＠
seems
to remain constant. The fo cus is no more
changeable than it is at 2.8 ern, though
there is a peculiar secondary f ocus which
is not seen at other wavelengths .
The next s t ep must be a se ries of
surveys of the dish surface to see if any
substantial improvements can be made to
it. That involves getting our survey
camera working , or at l eas t gett i ng a
working survey camera. It won't happen
next week.

B.H. A.

MY PET PEEVE

Many speakers dull t he alertness of
their audiences by needless l y leaving t he
r oom light s off during slidepresentations.
Yet mos t s lides presented at scientific
mee tings ar e s imple line diagrams of high
contras t; little or no dimming of the room
light s i s necessary for easy viewing.
ｾｦｵ･ｮ＠
the lights are dimmed more than
necessar y (or left off long after the
speaker has finish ed referring to the
s l i de), the speaker hinders his communication with at leas t two sizab l e gr oups
wi t hin hi s audience : those who t ake notes
and those who find it difficult t o stay
awake during long sess ions (particularly
sess ions held in crowded and stuffy rooms).
I' m sure \ve 've all fotmd (through observati on and/ or embaras sment) t hat this second group of t en includes a s ignificant
f"'Cac tj on of the audience.
Confer ence chainnen might make it a
pract i c8 t o instnKt proj ectionists to

dim house lights no more t han absolut el y
necessary and t o r emind speakers t o leave
their slides on onl y as l ong as they are
needed.
They might also r emind speakers that
rather than concluding their presentation
with something l ike a mumbl ed "Well, I
guess that's all I have to say", a good,
pithy few-sentence sl.IDlillary leaves the
audience with a much clearer (and more
favorable) understanding of what the
speaker was saying.
Eugene E. Epstein
Radio Astronomy Program
The Aerospace Corporation

If you have a pet peeve J let ' s hear about
it . - Ed .

OBSERVING TIME AT ARO

ｾ＠

You may be interested in the allot• ment of observing time at ARO. The graph
shows the proportions of the available
time given to NRC astronomers (solid line),
to Canadian university astronomers and
graduate students (broken line), and to
'furreners' (dotted line).
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The time considered j s only that devoted to as tronomy , about 5800 hours per
year, and excludes all time devoted to
receiver development, telescope maintenance,
telescope tests, computer programming , and
the like.
The rising fraction of time apparently
devoted to 'non- Canadian activities' is
due to an increasing number of programmes
involving cooperation between the regular
ARO habituees and various groups of U.S.
and British astronomers .
Anyone interested in applying for time
at ARO should submit a request to the
Chairman of the Programming Committee, N.
W. Broten, Astrophysics Branch , M-50,
National Research Council , Ottawa. The
application should be accompanied by a
description of the intended research including such details as the scientific
objectives and the estimated total observing time required.
The telescope schedule i s drawn ｬｾ＠
quarterly, the Programming Committee meets
at six month intervals to assign priorities
to the various proposals .
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LIFE BEYOND THE EARTH (1)

by
Alan H.

.

ｂｲｩ､ｬ･ｾ＠

Queen's University

Recently, through teaching an introductory astronomy course at Queen's, and
through conversations with friends who
have read books such as ''Chariots of the
Gods", I have been impressed with the importance many people attach to the question "Is there life, particularly intelligent life, beyond the Earth?" Even to
guess at an answer we have to consider a
fascinating range of problems spanning
astronomy, biology, geology and even sociology.
Since the early 1960's many astronomers have been involved in serious thinking about extraterrestrial life. Many
have concluded that there is a sensible
chance that experiments with radio telescopes can give a direct answer to our
question - by detecting a radio transmission from an extraterrestrial civilisation.
Both the original 85-foot telescope
and the restrrfaced 300-foot telescope at
Green Bank have been used to search for
possible intelligent transmissions at the
ＱＴＲＰＭｾｂｺ＠
frequency of atomic hydrogen, on
the grounds that hydrogen is the most
abundant chemical element in the Universe
and all astronomically-interested civilisations are likely to build equipment to
study it.
A preliminary design study sponsored
by Stanford University and NASA has been
made for "Project Cyclops", a 3-mile diameter aperture to be filled with 300-foot
telescopes whose principal objective would
be a search for extraterrestrial life.
For myself, I have become convinced
that several existing radio telescopes
might usefully spend a small fraction of
their available time on experiments to detect intelligent extraterrestrial transmissions, and I am now involved in a proposal to use the ARO 150-foot to search
for such transmissions at the 1.35-cm
water line. As this will be a rather un-

usual and speculative use of the ARO telescope, I thought readers of 'The Observer'
might be interested in some of the background on which the proposal is based.
First of all, just what do we mean by
"Is there life beyond the Earth?"
"Beyond the Earth" is specific enough,
but what exactly is the phenomenon we call
life? The scientific study of life is
biology, but biologists themselves seem unhappy about an exact definition of just
what distinguishes life from non-life.
It is easy enough to do this for most
everyday purposes; the distinction between
a living dog and the non-living slipper he
chews presents us with few practical problems. But anyone who has seen the death
of an animal realises how subtle the transformation from life to non-life can be.
Indeed, in the human animal, the difficulty
of making a scientifically and legally satisfactory definition of death poses an important social problem in this age of
transplant surgery.
Just what property is it that makes a
microscopic, structurally simple virus
alive while a huge, structura1ly complex
newly dead whale is not alive7
A biologist I know suggests the following empirical definition of life: "Life
is the property of any quantity of matter
which is structured in such a way as to be
able to maintain itself in that structure,
and to be able to duplicate ｩｴｳ･ｬｾＧＮ＠
While
this definition is usefully brief and covers everything we empirically describe as
'living', some non-living things such as
crystals in the right physical and chemical environment could fit it.
It is a useful definition however because it pinpoints the most remarkable
feature of life - its ability to preserve,
enlarge and reproduce its structure.
This attribute of life is remarkable
because it opposes a fundamental tendency

6

of a ll non-living matter to disorder itse l f. Thi s tendency is expressed by physi ci 5t 5 as the Second La\\· of Thennodynamics.
1\lat tc r gener a lly behaves in such a \vay as
Lo reducE' th e total an1oW1t of order (s tnlctm c) in the Univer sE' , not to increase or
even to pre se rve it. A dead fish will alｾ［ ﾷ ｡ｹｳ＠
decompose into a smelly heap, but
ｾＺ［ｊ Ｚ ｬ｣ ｬｊ ｹ＠ heap s never become live fish.
An
o ld bui lding may collapse into a heap of
r-ubb l e , but heaps of rubble never spontancous l y as semble themselves into buildings.
All living organisms continuously defeat the general tendency of matter to
disorder. They do so by first borrowing
h·e 11- order ed energy (food) from a source,
then manipulating that energy to preserve,
enl arge or replicate their structure, and
finally returning disordered energy (waste)
to their environment.
The total syst em of energy source,
life and waste tends to disorder, but the
life itself does not. This tendency of
life to aggravate the disordering of the
r es t of the world is possibly the ultimate
r eason for our growing pollution problems.
If life's W1usual ordering ability
wer e built on some very exotic or W1usual
mec hani sm, we could expect life to be rare
in the cosmos . Looking at the enonnous
diversi ty of life forms on Earth - microbes , plants, insects , animals - we
might suppose that a wide variety of mechani sms had appeared here, encouraging the
conclus ion that life was a property of
ve r y diver s e states of matter and might
t her efor e be hidespread in the Universe.
Du t closer ex an1ination of Earth life
does not c:tllow us to jump to this conclus ion so eas ily . It has been foW1d that
ｾ ｬ｝ｊ＠
Earth life, from the simplest microbe
to J bull moose , has essentially the same
chem i cal machinery for staving off disord er.
/\11 J iving organisms on Earth base
t he i r C'nE'rgy manipul ation on the chemistry
of carbon, whose at oms can link up in long
ri ngs and cha ins t o provide the "backbones"
o[ enonnous mol ecul es .
It is on the se
mo l ecul es t h2t t he ener gy - shuffling and
s truc t ure-org ani s ing chemi cal processes
O(:cur in tile v,ays charact eri stic of di.ffercn t trpe s of organi sm.

There is a tremendous unifying pattern in the chemical fun ctioning of all
F.arth 1 i fe: th e use of c 1rhohyJ rat es as
an energy source, or ｦｾ ｴＮＺ［＠
ror energy s torage, of aJ cno5 in c phosphat C's (1\Jll' ;1J1d i\Tl')
for energy trans fer with :in living ce ll s ,
of prot eins to define s tnK1 urc ;,m d t o
facilitat e important chem i ca l r eac t i ons ,
and of nucleic acids (DNA , RNJ\) t o pr ovide
the patterns for protein ｓＩｾ ｴｨ ･ｳ ｩ ｳ Ｎ＠
In t enns of the chemica l el ements involved, the es sential mechani sms of all
Earth life are based on compoLmds of carbon with hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen ,
phosphorus and sulphur, magnes i Lrnl in
plants and iron in animal s . The n1Jlllber of
crucial compoW1ds involved in the bas ic
life mechani sms i s small; the enonnous
diversity of Earth life i s the r esult of
widely differing ways of manipulating the
same chemical basis to cope 11i t h di ff erent
environmental problems .
Just one compound that is no t based
on carbon enters into the chemist ry of
Earth life in a fW1dament al i·:ay . That compoW1d is water, which act s as ｾ Ｍ solvent for
and as a s tructural component u: a i·:.id.:'
range of life processes. Wat er has a combination of thennal, electrical and chemical properties that allow it t o act as a
medium for a particularly wide r ange of
chemical phenomena w1der an impres s ive span
of ambient conditions. ｐｾｬ＠
Earth life requires water, and in particularly di)' areas
such as deserts almost all the ava ilable
liquid water is inside living organisms.
There is no life on Earth that i s
knmvn to be based on anythi ng other than
carbon-compound-in-\.\·ater chemistry. Other
bases could be imagined; for exampl e,
silicon could, with oxygen, provide large
molecules (s ilicones) of complexity cornparabl e to the carbon-bas ed molecules of
Earth life. Liquid ammonia could be a
low-temper ature subs titut e for water as a
solvent, wi th some modifi cation of other
chemical detail in the 'life '. Fred l!oyle
in his fanta sy 'The Bl ack Cloud ' speculated
on a l ow-density gaseous fom. of life that
could exi st in inters t ell ar space .
But it turn s out that the pr obabi lity
that life exi st s els ewhere is hi gh even if
we re s trict our se ]ves t o "Li fe As \\'e Know

•

It" (LAWKT); there is no need to get involved in speculative, unproven biochemistry or biophysics in oTder to conclude
that life is likely to be commonplace
among the stars of our Galaxy. It is for
this reason, rather than any lack of interest in other possible lifeschemes,
that I shall consider only LA\V'.t<:I from now
on.
What is the probability that LAWKI
exi sts elsewhere than Earth?
Obviously the probability would be
small if the chemical constituents of
LAhKI were rare in the Universe at large.
Bt.:.t astronomical evidence shows that is
not the case. After hydrogen and helium,
carbon, nitrogen and oxygen are the next
most abundant chemical elements in the
Universe, with magnesium and sulphur not
far behind. Iron is the twelfth most
abundant , and phosphorus the sixteenth,
of the over a hundred knmvn chemical elements.
The chemical basis for life is both
abundant and widespread in the cosmos;
given this proliferation of the raw materials, what is the probability that there
actually is the life itself?
LAWKI could not exist on the hot surface of a star , nor in the general ly cold
interstellar space. In fact LAWKI has to
be pretty well confined to environments
where water can be liquid at least some
of the time, and it functions most efficiently on liquid-solid-gas interfaces.
The surfaces of planets Hith atmospheres
are thus the most favourable places for
LAWKI to exist elsewhere in the Universe .
We must, therefore, ask tHo questions:
\vhat is the frequency of occurrence of
planets in the Universe, and, given a
planet with the right physical-chemical
comlitions, what is the probability that
life evolves there ?
The ansHer to the first question
falls squarely \\'i thin the competence of
astronomy. Observationally, we 0.a ve no
direct evidence for the exis tence of any
planets other than those orbiting our oHn
Sun . Blurring of optical images by the
Earth's atmosphere would frustrate direct
ground-based ｡ｴ･ｮｾｳ＠
to observe the
planetary systems of other stars, unless

the supposed planetary systems \\'Crc much
larger in scale than our O\m Solar System .
Astronomers' statements about the
probable existence of other planetary systems are, therefore, based on inference
rather than on direct observation. Until
recently, the strongest evidence for such
systems seemed to be the fact that some
stars appear to wobble on their paths
across the sky, exactly as if affected by
the gravitational pull of UJlseen planetary
companions. But one of the be s t ･ｸ｡ｮｾｬ｣ｳ＠
of this - the motion of the second nearest
star to the Sun (Barnard's Star) - has recently been severely questioned as a purely instrumental error.
The most cogent argument for the existence of large numbers of r;lanetary systems seems to me to be the fact that the
formation of planets is 1.mderstood theoretically as a necessaD· side-effect of the
formation of certain commonplace kinds of
star, of which our Sun is a typical example.
All of stellar evolution is understood
in terms of the response of stellar material to the perpetual tendency of gravitation to squeeze it into a small volume. It
is, therefore, natural to suppose that stars
form by the gravitational collaps e of diffuse clouds of gas. CeTtainly such diffuse
clouds exist among the knmm stars, and
some such clouds contain objE'cts Hith properties suspiciously resembling those expected of very young stars or prows tars.
But the interstellar gas glouds are
not stationary ; the interstellar medium is
turbulent and it is both expected and observed that the clouds are generally rotating. When a rotating interstellar cloud
is cooled enough or compressed enough to
initiate gravitational collapse to form a
star, this rotation becomes very important .
Just as a figure skater perfonns a
fast twirl by picking up a slovJ rotation
with limbs outstretched and then drm.;ing
them in to spin faster, so a gravitationallyshrinking gas cloud spins faster as it contracts to fnm a star. This inhibits shrinkage across the rotation, as the contracting
cloud acts like a cosmic centrifuge. Tl1e
objects formed by gravitational collai)Se
of rotating clouds should be dense spinning disks' rather th211 spheres like ｵｶｾ＠

Sun.
Observation shows that about half the
stars in the sk)' are binary or multiple
sys terns in 1d1ich th·o or more stars revolve
around a common mass centre. These can
be understood as systems in 1-vhich a flattening, collapsing cloud fragmented into
u nwnber of more or less equal parts which
then collapsed separate l y into stars. The
initial rotation of these clouds ended up
as the mutual revolution of the stars.
Perhaps more puzzling are the single
s taTs. The most massive of these are inuced deduced t o be in rapid rotation,
from the broadening of lines in their
spectra; but most single stars spin only
s lowly, too slowly to be understood in
t c nJIS of the formation of an isolated
s tellar object by collapse from a rotating
prestellar cloud.
The Slm is an example of such a star,
and the gross features of the motions in
the Solar System provide a strong clue to
hhat has happened here.
The motions of the planets around the
Slm are very \\'E' ll organised. The planets
all circulate around the Sun in the same
direction and Kith the exception of the
outermost (Pluto) their orbits lie within
about ten degrees of a co1mnon place. The
sens e of the planetary motions is also
the same as that of the Sun 's rotation,
and the mean plane of the Solar System is
close to that of the Sun's equator. The
sat ellite systems of the major planets
are essentially miniatures of this organisation.
TI1e motions of the planets around the
Sun, not the rotation of the Sun itself,
carry most of the angular momentum of the
sys tem. These features can all be explained if it is asswned that the planets condensed from a disc of material that fanned
1vi th the Slm, and h'hich carried most of
the pres t ellar cloud's rotation; numerous
th eori es hnve been proposed to account
for the development of such a situation.
Ill all c ases, the se theories suggest
th <lt th e format ion o f planetary systems
should be the rule around slowly-spinning
si n;; lc st ar s , not the exception. This
bv ing the case, over a billion stars in
our GJla."\y alone are likely to have plan-

ets that could provide the phys jcal and
chemical environment for the development
and maj ntenance of LAh'KI .
Given these suitable, but inanimate
environments, what then is the probability
that LAWKI has actually appeared?
This is much harder to ans1,·er, as no
human being has ever witnessed the appearance of life in a non-living obj ect, except
in horror movies. Our experience shows us
that life today springs only from that
which was previously living. We could put
carbohydrates, fats, ATP, prot eins, nucleic
acids and water in a flask and still not
have life because they would not be structured in the right \\·ay. The particular
structures, organisations of molecules,
that make up L.AWKI can only be reproduced
at present with the aid of LAWKI. So no
experiment He can do today tells us directly whether or not life will always originate in a non-living environment that
happens to have the right physical and
chemical conditions to support it.
Our only clues to how life did originate on Earth come from the fo ss il r ecord,
which shows that life evolved f r om sjJnple
to complex structure very slowly indeed,
over several billion years of the his tory
of the Earth. The fossil record is pr olific only in rocks up to about half a
billion years old, going back to the beginning of the so-called Cambrian period.
There are relatively few pre-Cambrian
fossils. But this does not mean there was
relatively little pre-Cambrian life.
Very old rocks have been subj ected to
changing temperatures and pressures during
the geological evolution of the Earth's
crust, and these tend to destroy fossils
that the rocks may have contained \\·hen
they were formed . Also, pre-Cambrian life
most likely consisted mainly of gelatinous
creatures that left feH fossils.
The oldest ki101v11 animal fossils are
those of jellyfish-and wonn-like creatures
fron1 the Ediacara Hills of South Australia,
and occur in lmdefonned sedimentary rocks
probably between a half and one billion
years old . Stromatolites - discontinuous,
hemispherical molmds of calciwn carbonate
typically several feet across and fonned
today by blue - green algae, are fotmd in
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rocks near th e Great Slave Lake believed
t o be about two bi llion years old. Fossil
micro-organisms and plant fragments have
been found in the Gunflint Chert fonnation
on Lake Superior, also dated about b vo
billion years ago . Still older algae
fossils may exist in the Rhodesim1 Shield,
dated at about 2.7 billion years ago, but
there is controversy over whether or not
these are true fossil life or merely inorganic formations .
In ｾＮｮｹ＠
case, the fossi 1 record shows
that lAWKI took at least two billion,
poss ibly three billion years to evolve
from very simple (water-borne) orga11isms
towards today's complex species . In considering the origin of life elsewhere we
need only, therefore, con sider the origin
of very simple organisms, as complication
to the intricate structures of today's
life can evidently be accomplished by mutation, adaptation and selective eliminat ion over a very long span of time.
Since the 1950's there have been
numerous experiments to test whether or
not the basic chemical fabric of life can
be built up by simp l e processes involving
only the likely non-living constituents
of primeval planetary atmospheres . These
experiments have all been very encouraging
to the idea that the development of life
is more or less inevitable given reasonable
physical conditions and a large amount of
time .
If a simulated planetary atmosphere
containing methane, anrrnonia , hydrogen ,
etc. but not o:.-.·ygen, is provided with an
energy supply adequate to break the bonds
of these simple molecules, some rearrange
into more complex molecules, provided the
complex products are protecteu from being
dismantled themselve s by the energy supply.
Such protection can be provided by dissolving them in water, simul at ing the conditions of an oceanic environment for the
first life. The energy supply itself need
not be very specific - ultraviolet light,
electrical discharges ru1d simulated cosmicray particles have all been shown to produce synthesis of aminoacids in lab experiments (aminoacids are a basic constituent
of proteins) .
The ideas of an atmosphere without
oxygen and a watery s helter for the early

chemical precursors of life fit in well
with what is actually observed in the
fossil record - that the oldes t knOim
organisms were simple marine plants . The
oxygen-breathing animals did not evolve
until several billion years after plant
life (which produces oxygen as a Haste
product) first appeared on Earth.
Lab experiments lack, of course,
effective s imulation of the passage of
time on a geological scale. But there
have been ｡ｴ･ｮｾｳ＠
to overcome this at
l east partially by beginning new experiments with the concentrated products of
previous ones. In this ｾ｡ｹＬ＠
non-biological
synthesis of simple carbohydrates, fatty
acids, chains of aminoacids resembling
proteins, and (in the presence of phosphorus) the energy-caTrying ATP, have all been
demons tTated.
Of couTse, no living oTganism has ye t
appeared in such eA-peT iments. True "testtube life" has yet to be created. A major
hurdle still to be overcome is to demon strate the non-biological S)Tithesis of the
nucleic acids with the blueprints for the
molecular chemistry of org anisms . But the
tTend of these chemical expe r iments is
strongly towards the conclusion that,
given a planet with the right kind of chemical environment, given an eneTgy supply
from a star, and given several billion years ,
the evolution of LAWKI is probably inevitable.
The requirement of billions of years
does not pose m1 ｡ ＺＭ ｾｴｲｯｮｭｩ｣｡ｬ＠
problem. The
single, slowly-rotab ng star s like the Sun
which are an)'\vay the ones most likely to
have planets are also capable of maintain ing a fairly steady energy scpply to permit the evolution of life over such a time
period. So the odds seem strongly in favour of at least a bjllion possib l e homes
for ｌａｗＧｲｾｉ＠
in our own il-lilk.. .y Way galaxy . TI1e
neares t likely candiclntes are only about
ten light years away.
Ten light years is a distance utterly
beyond our society's capacity for travel,
but well \vithin its capacity for radio
communication , if we imagine our higger
Tadio telescopes being used to transmit
signals from our most powerful radars at
one end, and similar telescopes \•:ith
current state-of-the-art receivers being
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used as detectors at the other. Indeed,
in those tenns, \1·e might e:>-.--pect somewhere
in the order of a hLUHlred thousand possible s ites for LAWKI to be within our present "radio corrrrnunications range".
But on how many of those sites might
there be an intelligent, interested civ- /
ilisation transmitting a signal that we
,
could detect at ARO? Exactly where should I
we l ook , and at what frequency? Turning I
the ｮｾ｢｣ｲｳ＠
that I have ventured above
!
lnto a s trategy for detecting extraterres- li
trial life involves many further questions'i
h'hich I hope to e:>-.--plore in a second arti- 1
cle.
-----

------------ - --·---- - - - --

oooooo
• 0

0

0

00

6i j>l ｾＶ＠

-

ETI AN1 0 NE?

The Project Ozma and/or interst ellar
travel enthusiasts who eage rly await a
communication from the t\-.;entieth-century
version of the Great Beyond seem to be
somewhat apprehensive about their ab ility
to decode a mes sage if it should appear.
It came to my attention recent l y that
the magnetic l etters scattered over my refrigerator door present a very simi l ar sort
of problem: seen in the early hours of the
morning through the vapour rising from a
strong black cup of coffee, they look exactly like the type of message one might
expect from a zealous but s lightly mis guided nocturnal visitor anxious to establish communication with Planet Earth .
Purely in the interests of science ,
I would be willing to rent my refrigerator
door, for a modest fee, to any individual
interested in tuning in to the magnetic
broadcast. The coding problem alone make s
it worthwhile.
As a free sample I offer the follow ing message, arranged silently, but deliberately, sometime in the early hours of
Wednesday morning.
ｾｘ＠

FAAT

•

U9 l
L

followed by
It says.,

-

MRS
"NOT NOIII,

--- -- -- - ------ - -

-

PQ

= H

1 hAVE A hEA OACh E".

ｾＭ

ﾷ＠

- - -·--

The last line undoubtedly represents
a conment on the social conditions among
the ETI . Apparently WL has not had any
great influence on them yet.

---- ----

C. Purton
John Houseman, winner of the best
sup)Jorting actor ;:nvard , has lona distingu_i shed himself CiS Cl producer of the stag · The Observer would welcome an exact inter;md sc r een.
- The Ottawa Citizen , pretation of these messages from any TI
among the r eadership . The upper me s sage J
.-l i• / ' D .: II L'CY'U l'''-' 7l , h tt a guy has to
for• exampl eJ seerr:s to ce sorre advanced
() hi('/< t
form of pos t al code .

i

l '() .

LINE RECEIVER CALIBRATIONS

The nice part about automatic calibration is that one ceases to worry about
the mechanics of converting voltage (or
chart deflection) into input temperature.
One is free to dream happily about the
results of the experiment.
But there is ah:ays a nagging doubt what does go on in there anyway?
Because \ve detect at a fairly high
level (> 10 dbm) the output voltage of
the spectrometer is proportional to (input ｰｯｷ･ｲＩｾＮ＠
Therefore to convert the
output to ｴ･ ｮｾ･ｲ｡
ｴｵｲ･＠
in terms of calibration temperature, all the integrated
voltages are squared at the end of each
minute's integration.
Then
T

out

where the factor S on Eca 1 accounts for
the difference in time spent on calibration and the other switching phases.
Admittedly this is not the same result as squaring the voltages before integrating, which a square law detector
would have effectively done, but for a
random noise input the end result is
practically the same.
With the above algorithm , each channel is individually calibrated, but there

is a built-in nasty. If perchance the
balance gets out of hand so that E1 -E 2
approaches or exceeds Ecal-El two things
happen, both bad. First and worst the
variance of T t rises dramatically and
ou
second, errors due to non-l inearity of the
channels start to become significant ,
especially for long integration times.
But wait, there is hope. An algori thrn tried by S . Weinreb and used on NRAO
filter systems suppresses the errors by
making (E -E )/E the critical ratio.
1
1 2
If we can assume the system noise is
constant over the window , \ve can put
E2 - E2
2
1
T-Tout
sys
E2
1
= mean over 100 channels of
where -Tsys
=

E2
1
(SE

cal

2 2
) -E
1

Tcal ·

The assLmption about system noise
seems to be valid and the method Horks .
Just put S\vi tch 7 ON on the command console to get "Weinreb calibration".
All this was of casual interest while
we were using Dicke switching because good
balance was easy to get. On total power
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the ''balance'' is really the value of E - E ,
1 1
that is the roughness of the receiver response over the window. It was just possible to make it good enough for one frequency setting of the receiver but moving

around the band r uj ned our del ic6tc sl'ttt!'
With Switch 7 ON that limitation hc1s
disappeared and the output noise leve 1 hold
the line over full paramp tuning range.
Bill
ｾＡ｣ｌｩｳｨ＠

WHAT WE NEED IS LESS PUFFERY AND MORE GOOD - ENOUGHERY

I believe it was Oscar Wilde, though
it may have been another eminent Victorian, who first discussed the fine art of
"puffery". Puffery consists of blowing
up (or puffing up) any piece of work in
order to make it sound or look more impressl ve.
We are all guilty of this to some extent; immediate examples which spring to
mind include those of the t radesman who
has "clients" rather than customers, the
sewage v..-orker who is "in Sanitat ion
Engineering" , and so on .
I do not propose, since I am not
qualified, to describe astronomical puffery - this can be left to the guilty consciences of astronomers themselves. But
I would like to bring up , from the world
of circuit design , an absolutely stunning
example , which is really so stupendous as
to take one's breath away, and to offer a
possible ･ｸｾｬ｡ｮｴｩｯＮ＠
It concerned the publication of a
short paper \vhich concluded with a series
of computer-derived tables, the relevant
entries in the table being plotted as a
family of curves. It was explained that
the computer had actually drawn the curves
(through the medium of an interfaced
analogue plotter) and the usual ex1Jression of gratitude for the use of the computer installation at the particular institution \vas added. The paper was publi shed about five years ago when there
\ve r e [ewer computers and they were less
accessible than is now the case.
The curves, which were the raison
d'etre of the entire paper, made up a
family \1ith y plotted against x for sev-

eral integral values of r, where 1/y is
defined to be the absolute value of the
function

if n is even, and a similar function which
ends in (l+jx) if n is odd.
"Very well" , I hear you say, "what is
wrong with that? Surely a legitimate use
of the computer to reduce the arduous labour of computation and release the mind
for more productive things?"
The ansh·er is that the above function
is simply a complicated way of putting
y == (1 + x2n) ＭｾＬ＠
the well- known Buttenvortl1
"maximally flat magnitude" function, which
can be evaluated by slide-rule, pocket calculator, or even, on logarithmic paper,
plotted at once from the "6 DB per octave
per pole asymptote" rule \vi th nothing
more than a ruler and a good eye.
t-1y explanation for this fantastic
piece of puffery is that the author was
forced to exist in a ruthless "publish or
perish" environment and that the temptation to pull the wool Hell and truly over
the eyes of the faculty corrrrnittee on tenure
was simply too strong to resist. Personally, I wish him Hell, and hope that he
will go on to become at least a dean if
not a president. He is well equipped for
the struggle for survival.
After the above example anything else
is sure to be an anti -climax. However, we
are all familiar with technologists \d1o

look with contempt on any piece of equipment, regardless of whether it performs
satisfactorily or not, which does not conｴｾｩｮ＠
the_very latest medium scale integra• ｾｬｯｮ＠
of lntegrated circuits ｾｉ＠
of IC's
1s the trade jargon).
By a steady extrapolation of this
• tendency, an engineer might easily manage
to. quadruple th: cost of his equipment and
ga1n some notor1ety as the resident expert by steadfastly insisting that allnew
custom electronic equipment for which he
was responsible would be built using thick
film hybrid technology.
H: would eventually become so busy
shuttllng to and from the nearest thickfilm "house" that he would have little
time left to do any work. This would be
regarded as Progress, and his reputation
as "the" expert would be secure. He
would serve on many committees and be
called in as a consultant by other institutions.
ｾｦ＠
｣ｯｵｲｳ･ｾ＠
':'hat is really in question
here 1s the ab1llty to discern that the
two environments of design for highvolume production, and design of one or
two units are fundamentally different,
ru:td that the gulf between them is growing
w1de:. }?r some reason design "for product1on lS always felt to occupy a higher step on the ladder than does custom
design and so the techniques appropriate
to the former are often carried into the
latter purely as a matter of snob appeal.
One sees this just as much in small companies as in research organizations.
_Astron?mers and physicists seeking
spec1al equ1pment from engineers and
technologists should always be on guard
ｾｧ｡ｩｳｴ＠
puffery. They should always keep
1n m1nd that most of their requirements
are for one or two ltnits and should insist on_the simplest solution, usingparts
and equlpment that are available whenever
possible. They should be prepared to resist arguments which suggest that newer
techniques be used for their own sake.
Above all, they should remember that
th:se newer techniques do make good econom1c sense, ｢ｵｾ＠
only if you are planning
volume product1on of your design.
R.S. Richards

RECEIVER NEWS ITEMS

At the moment the 2.8 em paramp can
be balanced only by injecting noise into
the main beam channel. There is therefore
ｾ＠
extra attenuation deliberately inserted
ln the reference channel. This extra loss
adds about 20° of noise to the reference
and ensures that the receiver can always
be balanced.
The receiver is going to be altered
so that balance noise can be injected into
either channel. The reference attenuator
can then be discarded and the system noise
should decrease to 90 K or 100 K. Because
of delays in the supply of parts the estimated date of the alteration ｩｾ＠ late
summer.
Why was the receiver not designed this
way in the first place? You may well ask.

************)"t
The date of ｣ｯｮｾｬ･ｴｩ＠
of the new
4.8 em, SO K system temperature 400 MHz BW
paramp is now August-September 1974. In
November 1973 the target date was April
1974, but there have been four months of
progress since then.

*************
The 400 t-.1Hz receiver has been remodelled. It has a new wide band transistor
preamplifier with a noise temperature of
175°. The receiver can now be used at any
frequency between 250 MHz and 500 tviHz with
an instantaneous bandwidth of up to 30 t-.1Hz.
The frequency is determined simply by the
local oscillator setting.

*************
The 9. 4 an par amp operates only with
a single beam. The weather causes no

serious difficulties at 9.4 ern and
there is not enough space inside the feed
tube for bvo 9.4 ern horns side by side .
In addition to that, the range of the
nodder is not sufficient to cover a three
becumvidth separation at 9. 4 ern.
However> the main beam signal must
be Dicke switched against something, and
in the absence of a reference beam that
some thing is a cold load. Unfortunately
the cold load is 55 K wamer than the
sky . We are going to introduce a second
becun as an alternative to the cold load,
thereby reducing the system noise by 55°
to about 220° . *
This second beam will not be a duplicate of the main beam , because of the
above restrictions, so it will probably
be useless for observing , but it will
provide a cold reference . It should also
be possible to use the sys tem in the hub .
Why was the receiver not designed
thi s way in the first place? You may
well ask.

************
The new dual bank filter spectrometer will be tested in June and should
be working by the firs t part of next
quarter. At first only the 30 KHz , 100
KHz and 300 KHz filters will be compatible ｾＢｩ＠ th total pO\ver operation. The
10 KHz and 900 KHz filters will require
Dicke switching . They will be converted
to total pO\ver operation as soon as parts
arrive, probably in late summer or early
fall.
When the system is completed the
observer will be able to use simultaneous ly any tHo 100 cl1annel filter banks
that have bandwidths with a three to
one ratio.

************
1\ lore about 9. 4 .
You may have thought
that it is handy to have the 9.4 ern receiver in the hub, so that you can observe

if it rains. J\t 9.4 on , it 1s 1vell k11owr
one is irrrrnune from rain . I In! Not 1h th
our telescope.
If the 9. 4 receiver is in the huh,
it produces an impressive set of ve1y
large spikes in the output at ve1y frequent intervals. These spikes are undoubtedly due to blobs of water cavorting
on the rnilar window which covers the vertex feed hom. Looks like another minus
for the Gregorian system (see page 2 8) .
Sorry about that.

************
The new super heppedupperodyne local
oscillator system, which will be used for
all receivers present and future, will be
completed in late summer. It is again de
layed by the non-arrival of parts.
lVhen the device is finished all receivers will have a common computer-con trolled local oscillator. There will be
no further need to dash madly up ｾｭ･ｬ＠
down
the basement stairs , breaking nails on
synthesiser buttons and twiddling rubber
crystals, while at the same time calculating the frequency of the 225th hannonic
plus or minus 26. 5 !vll-lz and going cross
eyed watching the sine wave jlllllp on the
oscilloscope as you depress the lock box
trigger button with your thumb and delicately tum the tuning control with your
forefinger. Your left hand is free to
play with your yoyo .
Be prepared for three weeks of chaos
when the super hepperdupperoclyne system
is installed.

************
Yet more about 9.4. And 1.3. Someone, somewhere, forgot to mention to the
astronomers a small detail about the 9.4
em and 1.3 ern receivers. They do not have
square lmv detectors. They have linear
detectors that, paradoxically enough, produce a non-linear d.c. output. In short,
the deflection produced by a source is not
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proportional to its ｦｬｾｸ＠
density, but is
a non-linear function of it.
It turns out that the effect is not
important unless the antenna temperature
produced by the source is greater than
10% of the system noise. This happens
rather less frequently at 1.4 em than at
9.4 em, but if you have been observing
strong sources with these receivers,
you'd better check your results. Bill
-

--- ·-

·--

-

McLeish can supply you with graphs of the
·appropriate corrections. The receivers
will be changed back to square lmv detection in late summer.
\Vhy were the receivers designed this
way in the first place? You may well
ask.

B.H.A.

--- - -- - -------- - - - - -

MEASURING UP
The Secretarial and Teclmical Support Staff of CRESS at York University are
undergoing Job Re-evaluation. We reprint the following from the CRESS News without the kind permission of the Director.
FAR EXCEEDS
JOB
REQUIREMENTS

EXCEEDS JOB
REQUIREMENTS

HEETS JOB
REQUIREMENTS

Leaps tall
buildin gs with
a sin g le
bound

Hust take a
running start
to leap over
tall buHdings

Can only leap
over a short
buildin g or
medium with
no spires

TIMELINESS

Is faster than
a sp ee ding
bullet

I s as fast as
a speeding
bullet

Not quite as
fast as a
speeding
bullet

INIATIVE

Is stronger
than a
locomotive

Is stronger
than a bull
elep hant

ADAPTABILITY

\.Jalks on
water
cons i s tantly

Walks on
w.?.ter in
emergencies

Talks with
God

Talks with the Talks to
angels
him se lf

PERFOP.HANCE

FACTORS

QUALITY

COHMUNICATION

-

NEEDS SOME
IHPROVEMHIT

DOES 1\0T
HEET HINir1UM
REQLJ I REI'! EilTS

Crashes into

Cannot
re cognize
buil d ｩｮｾ＠
at
all, much
less jump

｢ｵｩｬ､ｮｾｳ＠

when attempt·ing to jump
over them
you
believe a
slow bullet?

Wounds self
with bullets
wh en he
att empts to
shoot

Is stronger
than a bull

Shoots the
bull

Sr.1ells like
a bull

Washes with
water

Drinks
water

Passes water
in
emergencies

ｾｔｯｵｬ､＠

Argues with
himself

i\rgucs with
him.sclf and

loses

lll

THE NIGHT OF THE GUANO
by
Vic Gaizauskas
Anyone familiar with the kaleidoscopic activity housed in NRC 's REED building
should not be too surprised to find a
group of optical solar astronomers squirreled mvay among the gnomes that tinker
h·i th antennas , receivers , computers, etc.
To lmderstand how they got there and what
they are doing, we have to look back at
the early his t ory of astronomy in Canada.
Eclipsed

Even before the Dominion Observatory
was founded at the turn of the century,
some of its fut ure staff were making daily
sunspot drawings with a small instnnnent*
located at a ｴ･ｮｾｯｲ｡ｹ＠
observatory near
Parliament Hill . This may come as a great
surprise to those who have doubted that
any light was ever usefully shed in that
vicinity .
Soon after the Observatory opened its
doors for business in 1905, a horizontal
sola-r telescope of the coelostat fonn was
acquired. The coelostat was one of the
largest of its kind when it was built, and
had a twenty inch primary mirror flat, and
an eighty foot focal length concave telescope mirror.
Its first task was to photograph the
total solor eclipse of 30 August 1905, at
the Northwest River in Labrador. This
eclipse expedition is a remarkable story
in itself, but suffice it to say that despite ambitious and thorough preparations
so characteristic of J.S. Plaskett, the
effort was completely h'iped out by clouds .
The coelostat \\'aS brought back to
Ott aha for penr.anent placement at the new
Dominion Observatory, and there a funny
thing happened . Perhaps it was pique
brought on by the failure of the eclipse

*ｃ

ｏ ｾＧｔＺ

ｏｬ＠

Z!J called a pencil

project , or possibly aesthetic considerations prevailed over scientific common
sense in a less hectic era. \vhatever the
reason, the coelostat was planted on the
north side of the Dominion Observatory,
thereby ensuring its near-total eclipse
for three months each year.
At the International Solar Conference
of 1910, the Observatory was one of several assigned the task of determining the
law of solar rotation by spectroscopic
means . For many years thereafter, the entire solar disc was photographed on plates
daily (image size nine i nche s !) partly to
provide backup data for the solar rotation
program and part ly to investigate the influence of so lar activity on terrestrial
phenomena.
Both the solar rotation project and
the daily slmspot records came to an end
with the retirement in 1949 of Ralph E.
De Lury, Canada's fi rst full-time solar
astronomer.
The Modern Era

When Jack Locke took over the solar
program at the D.O., the emphasis in solar
activity research was placed on the chromosphere.
A Lyot narrow band filter was acquired in 1951 and with it the Observatory operated a hydrogen-alpha flare patrol from
1957 to 1966. Observations with smallscale images of the full disc on 35 mm
film allowed rapid identification m1d simple classification of flares, but did not
provide many useful clues about the physics
of flares.
Experience gained on this project shmved that a useful study of flare dynamics
would require much larger images and elaborate cinematography.
The erection of the Sir John Carling
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Upper : the Ottawa River Solar Observatory. Lower : an ORSO picture of an active
so lar region taken in the re d wing of the H- alpha absorption line .

Ill

Building on the Experimental Fann, a structure that overshadows the D.O. from the
east, clearly signalled the end for serious solar observations at that location.
Site testing for a new installation was
carried out in earnest from 1966 to 1969
and culminated in the construction of the
Ottawa River Solar Observatory on (and
sometimes in) Shirley s Bay.
The ORSO site is on Department of
Natior..al Defence property, 1 1/2 miles
east of the radio quiet site operated by
the Communications Research Centre, and
ahout 2 miles northeast of the Connaught
Rifle Range . The presence of water arow1d
the Observatory helps to stabilize turbul ence in the lower air layers flowingover
the site and leads to extended periods of
good seeing . As an added bonus, the view
of the Ottawa River is magnificent.
Exposed

The chief instnm1ent at ORSO is a
multi-compartment tube, usually called a
spar, with provision for several optical
telescopes to be trained on the sun at one
time. A photoelectric guider locks the
entire equatorially moLmted assembly on
the centre of the sun's disc to within 1/2
arc sec nns on calm days of good seeing.
The telescope si ts on a solid concrete colLmm about 15 feet above finished
grade nnd is enclosed in a long steel clad
shelter that rolls apart in two halves to
create a large working area with free air
circulation throughout.
This departure from conventional dome
design eliminates seeing deterioration by
entrapped air, but it leaves the telescope
completely exposed to wind shake . In midwinter, it also leads to rapid observer
deterioration that can be relieved only by
frequent visits to the coffee jug in the
control room, the consequences of which
cm1 be relieved only by frequent visits,
etc. , so that \ve can truthfully say the
1vinter brings a continual flO\v of activity
to OfZSCl.
We now have the major optical system
of the spar in nearly full-time operation.
This system is designed to photograph a
single active region in monochromatic

light at high time ru1d spatial resolution
in bvo ｷ｡ｶ･ｬｮｧｴｨ
simultaneously: a
Ｐ ｢｡ｾＱ､ｳ＠
narrow b:md (0. 251\) that .is stepped bet\vcen
successive exposures across the !Ia profj lc
to provide clata on chromosphcric features
at different q;l:mospheric depths; a fixed
wide band (60 A) that provides an image of
the underlying photosphere for accurate
registration on the chromospheric images.
A single 10 inch aperture f/40 folded
refractor is used to provide the 4.2 inch
diameter images for the two wavelength
bands. All images are recorded with 35 mm
cine cameras.
The camera exposure rates, the sequential wavelength tlming of the narrow band
birefringent filter , and numerous other
fW1ctions are controlled by a PDP-81 processor housed in a control room on the same
level as the observing platform.
Future additions to the spar include
a 6 inch aperture vacuum telescope for granulation studies, and a 4 inch aperture full
disc flare patrol telescop e.
Unwanted Visitors

Scientific visitors are always welcome
at ORSO and need only make their interest
known to one of the staff members. Because
of its isolated location, transportation
has to be arranged about a day in advance .
The site is not open to the general
public. However, we are frequently plagued
by Lmauthorized visitors .
The most offensive type are the sturnus
vulgaris (sub-species: Lamontagniae) who
infest every nook and cranny of the building in early swmner . Somehow their corrmon
name, starling , drops far behind in describing the odious habits of these foul
mini-fowls. The most belligerent activity
on our part has so far failed to discourage them from gaining entry to the Observatory. By mid-sLmmer , ORSO is one of the
main guano repositories in the Ottawa
Valley.
Anyone \vishing to avail themselves of
this rich source of plant nutrient is helcome to do so. We cannot deliver, but
will let you pick up what you need at any
time.
Some people put a lot of effort into
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debugging their systems and progTams. We
have to demice ours. This species of unwanted visitor has created havoc morethan
once by committing haTa kiri inside power
• supplies or even nastier deeds all over
the logic circuit boaTds.
As for unwanted humanoid visitors,
the kind who are given to snide remarks,
we don't turn them away. Instead we encourage them to take a self- guided tour of
a fascinating archaeological site about 2
miles southwest of the ObseTVatory.
After a mildly strenuous tTamp
through swamp and foTest they will come
across many narrow mounds erected by an
earlier civilization in a perfectly rec-

ｾ＠
w

tilinear array. This site is best visited in early August \vhen it is the scene
of a bizarre religious cclcbr:1tion marh.cd
annually by a mysterious cult thot decb
the mounds and its encampments \vi th a
blizzard of gaily coloured flags anJ
pennants.
If one presses close and watches
carefully, one will see the devotees prostrate themselves before the mounds and
actually bark at them in savage, angry
tones. The scene is so unusually exciting
that anyone we've sent on the tour has been
unable to tear themselves away from it.
Or at any rate, they've never come
back.

ｾ Ｐ＠

THE

NUMBERS RACKET
by
Lloyd Higgs

With the lon g awaited hiring of a progr anmle T nmv a r eality, future plans for the
computer support group (consisting of myse J f and our new numbers man, .tv!ilan Javor)
can he f ormulated.
We have a fe1v h'orks in progress plus,
of course , the major project of making the
conq)tt ter control system of maximum usefulness to anyone 1vho wishes to use it. iUso,
ther e ar c a f ew minor jobs that may be of
i nt e rest t o no one but Hhich we feel may
be lun t o do .
In thi s latter category, I feel we
mi ght s tart a small reference system which
s t or es (fo1· retrieval) details of objects
(or are as ) of ｨｾｩ｣＠
maps or spectra have
been produced at ARO or DRAO.
(This is
1vha t attendance at one conference on info tlllJ t i on r etrieval can do to a person.)
In more detail, some of the tasks
\,,]l _i.ch face us , along with a fe1-v notes on
cur rent progres s , are:
(l) An immediate revision to the line
r ece i ver on-line program. This revision
i s unden \·ay and a new sys tern tape should
be ｾｶ ｡ｩｬ｢｣＠
by February.
The major change i s that magnetic
t Rp e dump s (in floating point format) of
t he ONSO , OFSO and SPECTR11-1 buffers will
be poss ible , us ing the PSPC command. TI1is
h'i 1 L pelllli t complete off-line processing
of cb t a for <myone desiring it. In
add i.ti on, dwnp s of this sort can be read
baLk i nt o the system by the LDSP and
A\'SP commands . To support this facility,
Logg i.ng conunands have been added to the
system so th at one can log the data on a
magne ti c t ape .
i' linor changes are:
(a) l"he SPCR command \\ ill put the
r eg r ess i on spec tnm1 in the SPICIRill--I
bui"Cer.
(b ) Conuncn t s (for magnetic tape
dLm1ps) em be ent er eJ during observations .

(c) The RCVR command 1s \vithdrcn,m.
(d) All r ef eTence to " oper a tional
notes (SW23)" is removed.
(e) TI1e command s , BASE, RJ\!SN , FITB
and SPCR all use the s ame de f ault s for
channels to be omitted. This has made it
neces sary to change the RJ\ISN and BASI
commands somewhat. In any case , the us er
i s always told whi ch channe l s have been
deleted.
In connection with this (h'hich we
hop e will be the last) revi s i on of the
.tv!ark I line Teceiver system, a revi sed
manual is in the works. It i s an att empt
at an up-to-elate manual, including ccCe rence to total power operation . In or der
to make furth er revision less ard uous (for
the !vlaTk II system, see bel o\\') , it i s being
computer type - set and should appear ar oLmd
May 1974. Details of the featur es of the
new system will be outlined in a " Computer
Newsletter" in the near future.
(2) The Mark II line recei veT sys t ern,
which will control the new double bank
spectrometer, -r should soon enter the de sign stage.
If feasible, we would like t o change
the command repertoire as little as poss ible (perhaps only with the addition of a
BANK command which designates the filter
bank to be inspected and/or process ed).
We plan to start work _on this system in
February. .A meeting of spectrometer users
was held in l ate i\ovember to di scuss design concepts.
(3) Improvlid IBi'-1 360 soft1vare has been
developed to read t he magnetic tapes
from the spectromet er sys t em.
A "logging progr am" i s nm\· ava il ab l e
which li s t s tel es cope and observational
parameters for a1l the spectromet er dwnp s
on a tape.
(4) The mapping pacb ge hTitten ::1 year
or so ago by myse lf, ll'hich has been used

with qualified success by brave souls at
York, Queen's and Toronto, will be undergoing some improvements.
ｾ＠
These improvements stem from modifications made by D. Steer (who worked with
Norm Broten for the past two summers) and
· modifications made by myself for a similar
package at DRAO. They include such things
as:
(a) 1ne partial elimination of the
broad borders (over which the user had
little control) on maps of ARO data.
(b) The indication of depressions
on contour maps.
(c) Improved lettering (larger).
(d) Gaussian fitting procedures for
the derivation of source fluxes .
(e) The choice of either a side or
a front view for n1led surface plots.
(f) Plus many other goodies .
In addition, an effort will be made
to \vri te a manual describing the package
and how one uses it.
(5) Support software for the ARO control
system will be a continuing project.
At the moment, the AQ routines available for control applications are few in
number antl documentation is sparse. Clearly, if the control system is to be used
to its full potential, a lot of effort
must go into new routines. In particular
automated polarization routines and automatic pointing and focus determinations
are needed.
One of the first tasks for our new
programmer will be the organization (with
the cooperation of the ARO computer group)
of the documentation of the existing software at ARO. We have become rather lax
in this respect in the past t\vo years .
In this connection, it might be noted
that the new manual for the ARO computer
control and data acquisition system is
ready. (By the time this is published,
it \vill probably be on many of your desks.)
If anyone reading the "ARO Observer"
wishes to have a copy of this latest
masterpiece from Jim Wolfe's pen, they may
obtain one by contacting him or myself.
Since my return from B.C.,* the only
control support which I have tackled has

been the elimination of an error (spotted
by Andy Woodsworth) in the pointing error
correction routine in the control sys tem.
I think the modification which has been
implemented is successful.
In addition, a ne\v off-line module,
designated PCRV, has been vrritten for the
ARO computer and may be of intere st to
some of our users.
This program, given the current values
of the four telescope pointing error s , produces a list of corrected di al pos itions ,
zenith angles, parallactic angl es , etc. for
a given source and a ran ge of hour angl es .
The module will be placed on the Sys t em B
tape and may be run when the control sys t E%
or spectrometer system are not in us e .
(6) It is hoped, as stated aoove, that
we will be able to devote some time t o the
development of a cataloging system f or A.RO
observational data, if only on an expen mental basis.
It would appear that we have a busy
year ahead of us but -we would like to he ar
from users about the control soft\vare they
would like to have ｾ ｾｩｴ･ｮ＠
and al so any
suggestions as re gards the ｾ ｬ｡ｲｫ＠
II spectrometer system. \<'le can't guaran.tee that
such suggestions will always be followed
but we would like to have a feeling for
the desires of the us er corrunun.ity .

W17.at dOS t thO U l'?ea!Z ,
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*s ee iv'inkle , Rip van , v o l. 1, p . 33 .
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ALO HA AU GRAND KAHUNA DU MA UNA KEA
par Re n e Racin e *

l ex ique hawaiien;
ALOili\:

KNfUNA:

ｾＴＺ＠

KEA :

sal utations, all6 ! au revoir ,
mei ll eurs voeLL'<; mot employe
a dc[aut de toute autre connaissancc de l a l angue i nd i gene .
pretre, sorcier (generalement benevolen t ) , protecteur; symbole de la super stition indigene des i l es
1-!::twai i .
colline, montagne , massif
volcanique.
bl anchi (par l a neige ),
｢ｲｴｾ･ｵＮＧ＼
Ｌ＠ ｮｵ｡ｾ･ＮＧ＼Ｚ
Ｎ＠
Peut
e t re appele a devenir tme
mise en garde univer se l lement reconnue chez l es as tronomes .

L' Lm des ｣｡ｲｴｾ･ｳ＠
les plus frap p:mts de lo mentalite indigene Hawaiienne , ou de ce qui en res t e apres les
111.1ins-mises mnericaines et nipponnes sur
ce territoire , est W1e grande t endance
ｾ＠ Ｑｾ＠
superstition .
Pour Lm Hawaiien tout est chance
ou ｭ ｾ Ｑｬ｣ｨ｡ｮ･＠
et 1' issue de telle ou
telle aventure sera heureuse ou malheur euse selon la disposition des dieux .
Il est necessaire pour assurer liD bon
denouement de tenir compte de nombreux
t(lboos et , surtout , de s'assur er de
! ' intercession clu plus puissant Kahuna
Ji sponible.
I 1 ne [a it aucw1 cloute que l e
tristc sort que le capitaine Cook a
ilcs Sandwich et qui a
r·cncontr6 ＨＩｌｾ＠

-·------ ----- -- - - - - - - - - (·
)'
t
··
1' 1. ,,I zr111 I Ｌ ＯＬｾＱＨＧ＠ .
•L: ' r•onom.:> fr an·"ais de
I.

,

ｗＱｻｊＬ｟Ｚ

. .
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de Toronto .
:;ntt,> 1}(,,•,·' :
Ｇ ＧＮ ｴＱｩ＼
ｾ＠ s 'i l e st si bril ｲＺ

Ｍ［ｾｴＬﾷ＠

ln.llL , t·'''l1'•.7n•i

ＢＧ Ｎ ｾｴ

Ｍ Ｑ＠

a Toronto?

coupe court a ses expedition s as tronom Lques (?) vient de sa negligence ｾ＠ prendre
les precautions rituelles nfcess airc s .
. Or il est bien evident que cet a spect
mag1que est completement neglig e d.1n s lc
proj et du telescope Canada- Fra.J\ce-llai'-':Jj 1
et 1 1 on peut se demander si tout e Lme
annee de Kahw1as ne devrait pas ctrc mobilisee pour proteg:r ｣･ｴ｟ｾｲｩ
ｳ･ Ｎ＠
Lors de ma recen te v1s 1te a H::nv::J j i
j 1 ai pu reperer certains taboos drn1t l es
astronomes devraient tenir compte ct j 1 ai
meme pu verifier la justesse de certaines
croyances indigenes qu 1 on insiste a qua lifier de superstitieuses .
La legende i ndigene veut que la vallee entre Mauna Kea et ｾｬ｡ｌｭＮ＠
Loa l ee;
､･ｾ＠
ｧｲ｡Ｎｮｾｳ＠
ｶｯｬ｣｡ｾｳ＠
de l 1 ile d 1 ｈｾｷ
Ｚ＠ i i ,
solt hantee la nmt et que tout individu
qui S 1 Y aventure en tre l e couche r et Je
lever du soleil risque de S 1 attirer l 1 ire
des dieux .
I1 ne fait aucun doute que 1 epai sse
bn.rrne qui, ch::tque nuit , envahit 1.1 reg ion
n lest guere propice a l a circulation. ' Je
sais quatre astronomes qui, tout n?cemment , ont bien f.1illi ｊｩｳｾ｡ｲｴ
･＠ dan s 1c
decor, de fl?re tropic.1le et de coul ees de
lave a Lm v1 rnge serrc et gli ss;mt de 1e1
"Saddle Road" . ｈ ･ｵｲｳｭｾｴ＠
qu 1 Lm Kahw1a
en maraude sut reveiller J. temps l e conc1ucteu: sinon le Conseil Scientifique Consultat1f s 1 eut vu prive (libere?) de certains
de ses membres les plus reactirnmaires.
La croyance ｬｯ｣｡ｾ＠
veut aussi que lc
ｳｾｭ･ｴ＠
du ｍｾｌｭ｡＠
Ke::1 soi t mcll!di t et que le
cone volcan1que le plus elev6 du sommet,
le plus haut de 1 1 nrchipel , soit la residence de 1 1 esprit du Grand Kahtma.
On sai t qu 1 il est defendu d 1 insta.llcr
quoi que ce soit sur l e plus haut sommct
et que la construction clu telescope de
2. 2 m de l'Universite d'f-lawaii sur un ni c
in Fe rieur , n dO etre ｡｣ｯｭｰｧｮｾ＠
de ｲｩｴ･ｾ＠
a.ppropries pour sotisfai re au.'< couttmles
locales.
.
lR ｂｾｲ･｡ｵ＠
de Direction du 3.6 m a-t11 songe a cc propos ｾ＠ reservcr l os sc rvi1

pour Mauna Kea:
ces d'un sorcier competent? Ou faut -il
que le Conseil Scientifique s'en occupe?
Kca
0 Grand Kahuna du ｾｬ｡ｵｮ＠
.Je doute que le couvre-chef d'un certain
grand opticien canadien le qualifie pour
Let the trade winds blow
cc role mais les Hawaiiens verraient peutArrete, rl.u volcan , Je \lot
etre d'un bon oeil l ' installation d'un re• seau d'autcls de sncrifices au sorrnnet du
Rappelle mo1 que 1 plus 2 font 3
vo1can.
Et gardc mon diner dans mon estoLcs astronomcs canadiens sont , corrnnc
on le sait, des inJividus tout a fait raimac.
sonnnb les qui ne sauraient etre impressionncs par rien d'autre que des arguments
logiques et qui n'ont que faire d'histoiAT THE TOP OF MAUNA KEA,
res de bonnes ferrnnes . Peut-etre devraientils quand meme tenir compte d'une autre
13 700 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL
superst ition hawaienne selon laquelle tout
objet ayant deja ete lie a Lm mauvais sort
"Disorientation is a good way to desporte malheur avec lui.
cribe
it, but it is not easy to be speOn peut citer a l'appui de cette
cific
.......
I found it difficult to conopinion l'histoire de la fameuse tour mecentrate
on
what
was right before my
teorologique que le Bureau de Projet a inseyes
it
was
as
if everything was being
tallee sur le site en juillet pour mesurer
with
peripheral
or averted vision.
seen
les turbulences microthermales. Jusqu'a
At
the
beginning
I
experienced
a feeling
present (novembre) aucun resultat signifiof
nausea
quite
likely
associated
with
catif n'a ete obtenu soit parce que les
my
disoriented
sense
of
the
vertical.
thermocouples sont detruits par des poussihes portces par grands vents, que l'elec- The latter made me Halk \vi th a peculiar
gait when I first set out for the site .
troniquc soit en panne ou que les vents
I had a tightness or mild ache between
"dornin:tnts", presage de ciel clair , refumy
temples."
D. A. tvlacRae, in the
scnt clc so11 I llcr denuis que 1a tour a 6te
David Dunlap Doings
erigce .
Certains auront deja devine qu'il
My advice is to lay off the fru i t punch
s'agit )a du meme equipement qui decorait
at those luaus .
autrefois tm autre fameux site, canadien
celui-la, prorosc rour le granc1 telescope
et qui, lui aussi, aurait eu besoin de
- - - - -- - - - - l'intervention la plus efficace du Grand
KahLma (1 'auteur ignore l e nom donne au
Kahunu en Colombie Canadienne *).
·j
"The road Hinds around and betl.;een
J' arrete ici mon essai sur les besoins .
ancient
cinder cones and is nmv being
de sorcellerie dans le projet du telescope :
regraded
and paved as far as Halepohah1
de 3.6 m ct je me hate de dire qu 'il est
Hhich,
as
the name implies, is simply a
ccrit "avec l:1 langue clans la joue" . En
stone
house
to shelter hikers and camptcnni nJnt jc suggerc LUlC incantation que
ers
at
about
the 10,000 foot leve 1."
clcvrait reciter tout Jstronome en route
- D.A. ｾｬ｡｣ｒ･Ｌ＠
in the David Dunlap Doings.
ｾ＠

And if you don 1 t speak the
Ｎ＠
a long way to the nex t ｯｾ･
Wacky
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SOLID STATE DRIVES FOR 46m RADIO TELESCOPE

For all those astronomers and others
who may have wondered why it was ｮｾ｣･ｳ｡ｲｹ＠
to 0oenerate "all that noise" upsta1rs 1n
the 46m radio telescope - well, you can
forget it!
The "nojses" - two SO HP motorgener ato r sets - h:we been removed and
in their place two solid state converters
nO\\' perfo11n the same basic functions, one
for each telescope axis. The change-over
ivas r11ade during an extenued ''Maintenance
<mel Ilevelopment" period from 2-19 November 1973.
Each drive system is essentially a
DC pmver s upply Hhich provides sufficient
output for the DC Servomotors to drive the
telescope at all speeds up to the maximum
rates for either axis under normal loading
conditions .
DC pmver is derived from a dual converter, controlled thyristor bridge
arrangement whid1 is supplied with 340
V/\C 3 phase 60 Hz via an isolating transfa nner.
Thyristor firing is controlled by
servo error voltages of up to 30 VDC via
a differential input amplifier and logic
control circuitry. Four quadrant operaU on of the dual converter allows fori•Jard or reverse motoring, or regeneration
at the maximum rating for an indefinite
period.
TI1e dual converters are based on the
1\'estinghouse RAPCON 70 system, but Hith
ｮｾ､ｩｦ｣｡ｴｯｳ＠
for our specific requirements . The output of each unit is rated
at 400 VDC, 2SO ADC, but operating
limits ｾ ｲ･＠ set at 10\ver levels in this
application .
Protection of the dual converters
ｾｭ･ｬ＠
the servo drive motors from malfLmc tions, overloads and power failures
is pro\·idcd by a combination of magnetic overload breakers, the11nal trips,
shLmt trips, bridge fuses and logic monitoring devices . 1\ failure in either
tmi t will automatically remove poher from
both and apply the telescope brakes in
both axes.

The new solid state drive systems,
depicted in skeleton line ､ｩ｡ｧｲｾ＠
at fig.
1, were jointly developed for this application by ARO technical staff in cooperation with Westinghouse Canada Ltd. ,
Hamilton. Installation of the tHo systems
was carried out by ARO Site 3 technical
staff.
If the new solid state drive systems
do essentially the same job as the
original motor- generators, the layman may
well ask "Hhy change"? The ｡ｮｳ｜ｾﾷ･ｲ＠
i.s that
the old systems were too prone to catastrophic failure.
Each motor-generator set comprised a
SO rW synchronous AC motor driving a
Metadyne Exciter and a main DC generator ,
all coupled to a common drive shaft rotating at 3600 RPM. This six-bearing
arrnagement - i.e . 12 bearings total averaged one bearing failure per ye.1r;
every second failure caused eA. tens i \ ·e
damage to armatures, poles and bearing
housings such that repair times took from
one to six weeks. Latterly we had been
operating without essential spares, so
repair times could have been much longer.
In these circumstances change was not
only necessary, it had become imperative.
Hopefully, ¥:e are noH less likely to
experience such catastrophic drive failures.
Apart from expediency, other advantages have been gained by the change-over
to solid state drives:(a) A full range of senricing spares
are nO\v held.
(b) Spares now cost much less.
(c) Noise .:mel vibration are greatly
reduced.
(d) Lower leveJ input drive signals
to the converters h·ill facilitate
later replacement of the main
servo-amplifiers with solid
state units.
In order to maintain the specified
stability of tlte new solid state converters,
it has been necessary to install an air
condi tiorier cmd insulate the old "tv!achine
ｦ ｾｯｭ
Ｂ＠ - noH re-christened "Drives' Room".

The air conditioning equipment, insulation and panelling were all installed
by ARO technical staff.

ｾＭＮ＠

'/oltage
Regulator

Isolation
Amplifier

Current
liee;ulator

Azimuth 1
Servo - - - - - - - - j
Error
Signal
Dual Converter

Low
ｬ ﾷ ｾ･､Ｎ＠
High
Voltage Limits

Low
l:ed.
High
Current Limits

Azimuth !·lotion DC Servomotor Drives
Figure 1 -

SOLID STATE DHH'E SY:JTEI-! - Skeleton Line Uiagram
(Note :

Zenith Angle Urive is similar)

------ ----- - - - - - - - - - - - --
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ENERGY CRISIS

The following message was relayed
to us by John Galt. It appeared mysteriously in a page of printout of pulsar
interferometer fringes made a few years

ago at ARO. It has just been declassified
by the Canadian Government, which has just
been declassified by the CIA.
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SPREAD ING THE WORD

by
C.B.

Cragg

Natural Sciences, taught as Liberal ａｲｴｳ
ｾ＠
In Canadian lll1iversity circles, the
had a dangerous tendency to dr ift near the
teaching of science to students whose
main interes ts are in such things as litsubversive.
(We do not have to go to Californi a
erature, economics , and theatre appears
t o see modern examples: the s tudents I
to be a madly progressive enterprise , t o
meet believe that Biology is a less theobe vie\vecl 'vd th enthusiasm or suspicion
retical subject than Physics, because the
according to the temperament of t he viewer. But it would be more accurate to
central theory of Biology, which is absolutely required to make any intellectual
thjnk of it as deeply conservative.
sense of the subject, is not taught in our
TI1e place of astronomy and mathematics among the liberal arts taught in the
schools except as a "specialty".)
I would contend that the sciences are
first Lmi versi ties during the middle ages
Liberal Arts. Therefore, when I argue that
could be quoted, although t he more immedit is in the interests of the scientific
iate m1cestor of our present efforts seems
commlll1ity
to teach students who are not
to be the liberal arts tradi tion establi shprospective
professiona l s , I am not going
ed in the first American lll1iversi t ies durto claim that i t i s mainl y as m1 exercise
ing the 18th century . That t his ances t ry
in flacking for research money . Indeed,
i s not obvious in the Canadi an context
some of our students may conclude , some seems due to two factors .
times rightly, that our endeavours include
(1) 'TI1e strongest influence on the
English-language universi t ies i n Canada
some featherbedding , l ogrol ling and messing
has been British , and some t hing very queer
arolll1d.
Rather it is my conception of the naseems to have happened to Brit ish intellectual life arolll1d the end of the 18th
ture of science , and of the scientific
century: the sciences appear to have been
community, that i t requi res as part ofits
co-opted on the liberal side in the ideotask the commlll1icat ion of t he most imporlogical debate between conservatism and
tant and significant r esul ts to the wider
radical liberalism.
commlll1i ty.
In Brit ain , conservatism won , giving
The business of science is discovery,
rise to the "T\vO Cultures" situation
we have taken it up. A
and that is ｶＮｾｨｹ＠
which is really an extension of the Brit great scientific discovery is a marvellous
ish class ivar.
and delicious thing : i t is really a new
(2) ｃ｡ｮ､ｩｾ＠
lll1iversities arose at a
phenomenon in the wor l d , and for those M10
period when the "vocational" i deal of edcan W1derstand it everything looks differucation had high prestige: the "liber al
ent than it did before;
arts" ideal of education start ed out in a
The map of the world does not look
very Heak position.
now that we have
the same, for ･ｸ｡ｮｾｬＬ＠
heard about sea-floor spreading and conTil us when Canadian lll1i versi ty educatio n Gec@ne es tablished in the last centinental drift .
tury, the safest justification for t he
Now , it is perfectly po ss ible to imaginclusion of science was its usefulness
ine science carried on by a sort of secret
as a training for professionals. The
society, a Pythagorean brotherhoocl, in
which only the initiated are told what is
going on . (It might even get public money
C. B. Ci.Yrgg i s th e Director of York Unive rby pretending to be a company for the insi ty 's ｦＧ ｩｶＮＳ
ｺ ｾ ｯ Ｎ ｶｴ＠ of t/cttural Sciences .
vention of gadgets.)
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But I think that many of us would
feel that such an arrangement would be a
betrayal of one of the strongest appeals
of science, that it is not the property
of a privileged group or class, that it
is open to whoever will take it up wherever he might be. Galileo wrote the
"Dialogue on the Two World Systems" in
Italian to make it as accessible as possible, because he felt that the nature of
the solar system was important to everybody .
If we agree that the scientific community has an obligation to communicate
its results to a wider public, is teaching
courses to captive Arts students in universities the right way to do it? It may
well not be the best way, and certainly
should not be the only way. The innnense
popularity of science museums, such as the
Ontario Science Centre, even when theyare
not terribly well done, should be food for
thought .
On the other hand, the efforts of the
newspapers to handle science subjects has
been Lmimpressive, and the efforts oftelevision abysmal. This may not simply be
sloth and cm,;arclice on the part of these
media: perhaps they are inherently unsuited to any material requiring sustained
attention.
The decline of science , along with
practically everything else, in the High
Schools, is a dismal portent, since the
High Schools were the most probable place
to reach large numbers of students at an
age where some of our stuff would be accessible to them.
there is some
Thus, faute de ｭｩ･ｬｾＬ＠
point to our touting our wares to university Arts students. There are an awful
lot of them. I find them to be cheerful,
tolerant, and often very good-looking.
The questions they ask are intelligent,
if primitive. They are conveniently located to meet scientists , who are also to
be found at universities.
I have the impression that when the
Arts students meet the lmiversity scientists, the two groups like each other more
than they e:x.-pected to. Given a reasonable
chunk of teaching time , we have a chance
to persuade some of the brighter spirits
that the pursuit of scjence i s something

that human beings might find enjoyable and
significant.
Perhaps as important, we have a chance
as scientist-teachers to remind ourselves
what, aside from our salaries and pension
funds, our institutional politicking, the
pleasures of impressing our friends and
enemies, the pride of publication and the
pursuit of fame, we find enjoyable and
significant about science.
I cannot believe that scientific knowledge consists of a batch of handbooks of
data and computer programs, however useful
these may be. Scientific knowledge must
say something about what kind of place the
world (or the universe) is, and how we got
to be here.
It seems to me that if He cannot tell
anybody but our professional colleagues
what we have found on these matters, then
we have missed the point somewhere , we have
not really understood it.
· - - -·--·- -

/

' So what if you did beat Bobb!J
Fischer at tic - tac - toe, you still blew
my integral. '
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FIX IT OR FORGET IT

The operation of the ARO telescope
in the Gregorian system has always been
a disappointment. The Gregorian system
i s Lmsatisfactory for line work because
of a l arge ripple component in the specｴｲｾｬＬＪ＠
it is unsatisfactory for polarisation work because of a large spurious
polarised s ignal, and it is unsatisfactory for continuum work at high frequencies because no beam switching is available. And that pretty well covers the
field.
In practice the sole use of the
Gregorian system has been to provide a
standby receiver for secondary observations or in case the prime focus receiver breaks down. Nobody would use the
Gregorian system at all if they could
have r eceiver changes in the prime focus
which took, say, half an hour or less.
*See 'The Ups and Downs of the Spectro me ter ' by Bill ｌ｡ｶｲ･ｮ｣ｨ
ｾ＠ ARO Observer
No . Ｒｾ＠ July ＱＹＷＳ
ｾ＠ p. 6.
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This situation 1s far from th e one
envisaged when the telescope \\'ci S being
designed. At that time it ｾ＼Ｎ ﾷ ｡ｳ＠ thought
that the Gregorian system would be the
work horse of the telescope.
The gain of the telescope was to be
greater in the Gregorian mode than in
prime focus operation. The system noise
temperature was to be less because the
spillover pas t the sub-dish falls on the
cold sky rather than the warm ground.
The installation of receivers in the
spacious hub room offered, and s till does
offer, the advantages of easy access and
comfortable working conditions , not minor
considerations when working with voluminous t est equipment or handling such unfriendly subs t ai!Ces as liquid ｨ･ｬｩｾ
Ｑ＠ or
liquid nitrogen. It also afforded the
opportunity to have sever al recei ve r s
running in the hub, ready to b·:= bro us.. ht
into play simp ly by connecting them to
the feed hom .
No one foresaw, understandably
enough, the advent of beam switching,
that magical ingenious technique which
gives us, in one simple device, inmunity
to all but the most atrocious weather,
a reduction in sys t em noi se temperature
through the substitution of a reference
beam for a cooled load, and a factor of
two increase in signal to noise ratio
for measurements of fltL'-: density .
Long live BS* !
Beam swi tching in the Gregorian mode
is , of course, denied t o us because of
the battleship sized ' feed horns needed to
illlnninate the subdish . Only one feed
was designed into the system . To drill
a hole in the surface large enough to
accommodate another feed could have disas trous consequences on the structure .
After al l , those quarter inch steel
plates help to hold the thing together .
We might have expected that the
Gregorian system would at least live up
to its promise of better per fonnance , all
other thing s being equal , but of course it
·*
Beam sun' t cl: i ng .
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has not, as anyone will attest who has
tried to make polarisation or l ine observations from the hub. Nobody yet fully
understands why, but some recent tests by
Lome Doherty and Bill Lavrench have begun to define the problem.
Their results are summarised in the
Table. The prime f ocus , as expected , is
the superior location i n all respects
except that of beamwidth. What i s surprising is that the gain in the hub is
worst when one uses the hom specifically designed for the f r equency of observation. The gain improves wit h the
use of horns designed f or longer wavelengths.

The bearnwidth in the hub location is
independent of the feed horn used, so
apparently a change of feed horn does not
result in a change in the illumination of
the main reflector. The changes in gain
must come from changes in the spillover.
Based on the ratio of the observed
bearnwidths, the gain in the Gregorian mode
should be larger by a factor (2.66/2.55) 2
ｾ＠ 1. 09 , yet it is actually smaller by a
factor of 1/1.3 = 0.77. In short, the gain
is only 70% of that expected, and 30% of
the incident power is being lost in spillover.
The measured contribution of ground
radiation to the system temperature at the

Observat ions at 2.8 em
Observing from
prime focus

Observing from hub using feed
horn designed for use at

2. 8 em

4.6 em

9.4 on

Relative gain

1.00

1.02

1.14

1. 30

Beamwidth (arc min)

2. 56

2.55

2.54

2.66

Ground contribution
to TA (K)
Off-source ripple (K)
Intrinsic ripple
(% of source)

1.0

ＰｾＲＵ＠
ＰｾＴＵ＠

ＱｾＰ＠

ＰｾＴ＠

18°

25°

22°

18°

0.4

1.7

1.4

Observations at 4.6 em
Observing from
hub using
4.6 em
feedhorn
Relative gain
Spurious polarisation (% of source)

1. 00
2.9

prime
focus
1.13
1.3
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zenith (third line of table) does not depend greatly on the feed system or location of the receiver. If there were a
30 % spillover past the main reflector
onto the groLmd , the contribution of
ground radiation to the sys tem temperature
would be 80K to 100 K. So the spillover
must be past the subdish rather than the
main reflector.
The observations of the ripple in
the spec trometer output have so far served
only to confirm what we already knew.
It's worse in the hub. The ripple is, of
course , the Lmsolicited and Lmwe lcome
sinusoidal wave which appears across the
bandwidth of a theoretically flat spectrum.
It has a large amplitude, often very much
larger than the amplitude of the eA.-pected
signal (fourth line of table).
The ripple is a fLmdamental feature
of the system , and is generated in some
mysterious way by backgroLmd radiation
and multiple reflections, but the addition of an absorbing material on the main
dish had a negligible effect on the amplitude of the ripple using the 2:8 om
horn. However th e attachment of a
scattering cone to the edge of the 4.6 em
feed horn produced a reduction of the
ripple by a factor of about three. The
scattering cone halves the ripple when
the telescope is used in the prime focus
mode.
Tne amplitude of the ripple does not
depend on whether circular or linear
polarisation is used. On the other hand
it can change for u11knmm reasons by a
factor of two or more in the space of a
day.
Off-source ripple ampli tudes measured at 9. 4 on were a factor of three higher than those measured at 2.8 em as
mi ght be expected. TI1e incident power is
proportional to the area of the feed, so
t he ripple amplitude, which depends on
voltage, is proportional t o the wavel ength if similar feed horns are used.
f ortLmately the e ffects of the
ripple can be removed almosi_: entirely by
obse rving a source, Tepeating the observa tion off-source but over the same
rrmge of hour angles, J.nd subtracting the

off-source from the on- so:1rcc oL::;i..'n·:1ti on.
There is, of course, some residu:ll rjppJe
clue to inrperfect cance1l 8tion of the Oi l source and off-source componeni: s bcct use
the ripple is cterived from th P ｨ ｾ｣ｫｧｲ
ｭ､＠
temperatures, Hhich in turn depend on the
weather, the ambient temper at lll e , the
position of the focus, the pv.s i ll on of t he
telescope, the time of day , and f or a11 we
know, the phase of the moon.
Obviously the amplitude of thi ::. residual ripple will be related to the o.mplitude of the initial rippl e , so the pri me
focus is clearly the bes t s it t for t:k
receiver.
No matter how pe·rfectl y 1-:e ali gn the
hour angles of the on and off sour ce observations, there is going t o be one f undamental and irrevocabl e difference be t1veen
them. The source i t se l f . So there i s al ··
ways a component of the Tippl e t hat i::
proportional in mnp li tude to t he in t ens j ty
of the source. Again the e ffe ct i::. l!!'lCh
smaller at the prime fo cus .
The only 1vay t o get rj ｣ｾ＠ .,L th j ::: intrinsic ripple and the l't =i.. d: '::t · .·' .;1 .., 1 c;
to fit a sinusoj d:-c1 l 1;avc to tl h' vut put
using the pan o f t he spe ctrum not "contaminated" by line emission from the source .
\1/hen you get t o the )Oint wher e you can 't
identify what is ripple and what is line,
you've had it. Other observatories have
success in cancelling the ripple by add ing together two on- source ob se rvaqons
ｴ｡ｾ･ｮ＠
Hith the feed successive l y + R aml
- 8 from the focal point. \\e don 't.*
The other way rOLmd tltis prob l em 1s to
tmderstand the cause of the ripple, and
then, if possible , eliminate it. Don't
hold your breath.
The polarisation picture i s similar
to the ripple on'?. There i s R h r ge
sinusoidal output ge nerated v.hen the line1r
polariser is rota ted off- source t hat can be
removed, more or ｊ ｣ＭＺｾ
Ｌ＠ by subtracting an
off-source run fr on· Ｍｾｮ＠ on -c; ource nm.
There remains a spurious po l :-, ri sa ti. on of
amplitude proporti ona l tJ t iL' s treng th of
the source, i. e . th ere is an appa rent
polarisation \>hi ch i s measureci l•;r,en ob serving a source that i s actually l.mp ola rised . Thi s spurious si,l',Ila l r1us t L:· sub* Ne.Jd j'lccsh:-
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tion is much greater when the Gregorian
system is used.
Lome Doherty h:1s written n report on
the tests and most of the above ｊ｡ｴｾＱ＠
L111d
conclusions are taken from this report.
He summarizes his report by saying, "In
total, the retention of the Gregorian
system must be questioned."
He may have a point there.
B.H.A.

tracted vectorially from the results when
making observations of linear polarisation.
The spurious polarisation maintains
a fixed orientation relative to the surface of the telescope, and presumably results from the feed horn having unsymmetric flooding patterns in the two modes
of polarisation. As the second part of
the table shows, the spurious polarisa-- - -- -· -----
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EAT YOUR HEART

BUTTERFLIES
Margarine
on the other hand
just lies there
and sogs

ｏｕｔｾ＠

OGDEN NASH

AN UDDER POME

POME

I like milk in bottles
cool and white and clean
I don't want to think about
where it's been

If you please
say Betelgeuse
but if you choose
use Betelgeuse

YET AN UDDER POME
If a cow had quintuplets
the last of the litt
er
couldn't even look forward
to sucking hind tit
er
If a cow had quintuplets
one wouldn't get fed
but nor would the others
the cow would be dead

LULLABY
Flush-a-bye baby
on the tree top
when the wind breaks
the cradle will rock
If the wind changes
you'll need a friend
or you ｷｩｬｾ＠
come to
a sticky end.

B.H.A.

Found in the c ontroL room at AR OJ ear l y Ja n u a ry Z9?4

Comet, Cornet in the sky
Who has greater need than I
To know the makeup of thy halo
Before the guys at NRAO
Anon MeL?
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AN ASTRONOMER IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
by
Bruce Mcintosh
The Observatory sits on a hiJl, in
Medieval times the hangman's hill, about
30 km south of Prague. The village of
Ondrejov lies halfway down the hill , and
the small chalet, made available to gues t
scientists, right at the base of the hill.
The daily climb to the observatory probably
contributed the 15 polmds I lost in four
months!
The chalet Has quite comfortable fo r
a family of five. A refrigerator normally
used to cool film was scrolmged for us as
was anything else \\'e thought necessary.
The chalet overlooked rolling hills and
hayfields typical of the area. In a walk
down the valley one evening, the children
picked 20 different kinds of \d ｾ＠ dflowers.
The Ondre j ov ObservRtory has a staff
of about 150. The ma i n fiel,,. ,- r rrsearch
are: stellar astronomy - with a two-meter
telescope; solar physics - both radjo and
optical observing equipment; meteor physicsradar and optical observations; a r ecent ,
but very active , field is satellite tracking for geophysical ｰｵＱｾｯｳ･＠
using laser
radars as we ll as s tandard radio methods.
Ondrejov is only about 40 km from
Prague, known as the city of 1000 spires.
One's first impres s ion of Prague may be
that it is a shabby , dirty city; but one
soon accepts this as a patina of age and
looks beneath at the fascin ating history
and culture of this city . It is good for
many weekends of bro}vs ing. For an evening
in Prague, dinner at one of the delightful
old wine cellars in the old quarter costs
no more than five or six dollars including
wine and liqueurs. One could follow this
with a stroll through Prague aft er dark
with complete safety.
Ondrejov is centrally located for
tNote for British readers: This does not
weekend tours - to see the castles of south
mean ted and breakfast de spite your thinkBohemia, for example, an area \\'here the
ing that anyone who eats pancakes and maple major crop is fish, cultivated in large
syrup in the morning has a problem . It
artificial pont.ls. Or to KarlO\)' Vary
means bilingualism and biculturalism and is (Carlsbad Springs), for m::my ｊ･｣ｾ､ｳ＠
conassociated with bifurcation rather than bi - sidered to be fhe Europecm spa . There are
carhonate . - Ed .

Why didn't I come to Czechoslovakia
for a year?
I could think of a thousand reasons my wife's work, the children's schooling,
a slight language problem. But it was
tenvting, this proposal made by the director of the Slovak Astronomical Institute.
She commented that the exchange program between their Academy of Sciences and
l\.TRC was highly valued but that it seemed
mostly a one-way street with their people
coming to Canada and little traffic in the
reverse direction. ｾｬｹ＠
association with
astronomy in Czechoslovakia began in 19 66
when our Section had two PDF's from that
country, both interested in meteor studies.
They became not only esteemed professional
colleagues but also my good friends.
With the encouragement of their
director, the other members of their staff
began to "lean" on me and we compromised
on a four-month period: June to Septemberthe maximum time I felt my children could
be out of s chool Hithout a great outcry.
Our first month was spent at Ondrejov,
the location of the Astronomical Institute
of the Czech Academy of Sciences. (If you
are surprised that I continually make a
Czech-S lovak di s tinction, you should understand that Canada is not the only country
Hith a Band B problem.t A Czech colleague
corrnnented that I, as an English-speaking
westerner , Hould probably encounter politer
treatment in Slovakia than he sometimes did
as a Czech. On the other hand, we overheard a young Slovak in Prague complaining
bitterly that the display captions in a
museum were in Czech , Russian, German, and
English but not in the Slovak language.)

j

12 different mineral springs Hith reputed
remarkable powers when used either externally or internally. Many people, my wife
and I included, prefer the 13th spring, a
_ delightful liquid which comes out of a
green bottle.
The Astronomical Institute of the
.. Slovak Academy of Sciences has a staff of
about 43, fragmented among four locations.
The administration headquarters is in the
mountain town Tatranska Lomnica just below
the stelJar and meteor observatory at
Skalnate Pleso (1783 m) and the solar observatory on Lornnicky peak (2634 rn).
The Interplanetary Matter group, with
which I spent three months, functions in
Bratislava, 350 km southwest of the Tatra
mountains. The work here is of necessity
theoretical and analytical. Any program
of observations on meteors, cornets and
asteroids requires commuting to Skalnate
Pleso. The staff have access to a relatively large computer facility on an "external user" basis - a CDC 3300 at the
United Nations economic research branch.
But red tape being what it is, nearly one
month went by before I could be accredited
as a user .
Working hours were flexible but a 42
hour week was expected. During the summer
months, many of us started at 7 a.m. in
order to leave "early" - at 4 p .m.
Since Bratislava is a city about the
same size as Ottawa, we felt much at horne.
The accomnodation provided for us was the
lower floor of a private house in the old
quarter of the city. Since the landlady
was an avid gardener, it was a pleasant
spot. Conversations with her were in an
amusing mixture of German, French, Slovak
and English, in about that order of usage
frequency. Her sons , by t11e way, are
olympic calibre equestrians.
For shopping, this is stil l a country
of specialty stores; the supermarket and
department store are corning, but slowly.
In general, food must be purchased at the
grocer, the butcher, the vegetable store,
and the milk store. Since the shopper
will usually have to wait in line in these
stores, the shopping process consumes much
time.
Our local store was a newer one which
combined groceries, milk and bread. (Beer

and wine occupy a good deal of space among
the "groceries".) My wife qui ckly adopted
the local custom of being at the store
shortly after opening at 6 a.m. to buy
fresh bread and milk for the day. Since
bread is unwrapped and milk w1refrigerated,
this is as much a necessity a5 custom.
Automobile servicing,too, has problems.
I was surprised to find, when I took my car
in for its 10,000 km checkup, that the service establishment would not rotate the
wheels; that was a specialty job for the
tire shop. Furthermore, to have the oil
changed, I had to provide the oil.
Slovakia has a great variety of places
and terrain for the sightseer: from sW1ny
valleys to snowcapped mountains, from oncernagnificant castles to remote villages
where thatched-roof log houses and tiny
wooden churches indicate that time has
stood still for centuries. Qn the slopes
of the low mountain ranges flourish many
varieties of grapes that result in excellent
wines - mostly whites. Unfortunately, none
are imported by the L.C . B.O.t
The annual wine festival for the area
near Bratislava was one of the most interesting events of the summer, 1vi th it?
carnival atmosphere and parade in traditional Slovak costumes. For those who had
the money and the stamina there were 28 9
varieties or vintages of wine to be tasted.
For me, this was a profitable period
professionally; for my family, a rewarding
experience in a new social and cultural
milieu. For the little automobile that
carried us over 7000 miles of the back
roads of Czechoslovakia, it meant having
to have her belly washed and scrubbed three
times before the Canadian Department of
Agriculture was satisfied that the contaminating ,soil of Czechoslovakia was gone.
tLiquor ·control Board of Ontario

We hear r-.tarlon Branda is making a
movie about the final days of an ag ing
French streaker. It's to be calleJ
Last Dangle in Pari s.

A WORM 1 S-EYE VIEW OF ARO
[or, Is the r e a Lig ht at th e End o f the Baselin e ?]

"You'll be working with the Chilbolt on di sh, they're setting up a radio inte r fe rometer behveen Chilbolton and
Canada", said the important voice on my
fir st morning at work.
''Good grief, how on earth can it
\vork, don't you have to bring the two
s ignals together and produce interference fringe s or something like that?"
I learned later that others had been
s t nick by this same thought. They had,
so they said, found the solution; you record the signals on magnetic tapes, and
you don't bring them together 1..mtil after
the ob se rving sess ion. In that way you
c:m observe with a clear conscience, not
knowing if the tapes contain incoherent
rubbish, and knowing that you can't know
w1til afterwards anyway.
Still, what a topic for cocktail
party conversation it turned out to be.
"Oh, I'm working on an experiment
using radio telescopes in England and
Canaclo.. ''
''Lucky you, lots of trips to Canada
at the taxpayer's expense, I suppose."
"We ll, no, not yet ... but I did have
to go to London airport last week to
mee t a clock."
With the clock, of course, came two
Canadi an s cientists . They ate with the
fork in the ri ght hand and they couldn't
manage to use the antique bn-opener at
Chilbolton. But they were really nice
chc-1ps , and they ho.nded round attenuator
pads like Americans handing out food
po.r ce l s . And then there were all those
nice people at the other end of the
te l ex line .
"J ust off for a \varm-up.", they
used t o sar whenever there was a break
i n the ｯ｢ ｾ ｾ･ｲｶ
ｩｮ ｧ＠ schedule.
We 've all
hear d about t he Canadian h·in ters, but why
do they need to \varul ｌｾｰ＠ during the
suJnnle r months , and \'ihy i s their spe lling
so a trocious Hhen they return Hith

fingers warmed, yet somehm,i s lip[.li ng to the
wrong keys?
More Canadian Sci enti sts came and went ,
leaving behind even more sophi sticat ed
equipment. ｾＱｯｲ
･＠ topics for cod ta il party
conversation.
''A hydrogen mas er clock t akes a
million years to gain or lose a second ."
"Oh yes ... my watch gai ns L\,;n m.:_ nutes
a day, that's progress for you , ho , ho,
ho .... "
Well, she soon killed that 1 i t tle
conversation.
The interferometer di d \\'ork , of comse
(leading to an unfortunate r ash of puns
about "fringe benefit s"), and siJ1CC those
happy st.rrmner days of '72, has been churning
out fringes at r egular interval s . ｾ Ｚｭｶ＠
that
we can synchronise clocks remote l r , u ' no
longer have to meet Canadian clocks at
London airport. ("What ' s 1-iT O..ＧＢｾ＠ 1 i : i
British clocks, an)lvay?'' as my cockt;n l
party friend said.)
Our Canadian Scientists stil l keep
coming; they s tay in our mo s t expens i ve
hotels, they drive on the wrong s i de of the
country lanes, they delight u1 our English
pubs, they bring us duty- free \\'hi sky , and
we love them all. 1\'e some times Kond8r Hhat
they think of us. Perhaps one day they'll
tell us in the pages of the ''Obse r ver''.
rete Bar ber
GOOD GR I EF 1 WHAT HAV[ I CONE?

I r ecently r ecf..' i ved a le tt e r \vhich
began as foll ows : ' \\'e ad.n owl edge the
receipt of r eprint s Plai. l ecl hy you on
ll Jan. 74 and \ve cmnounce the death of
the Direc tor of thi s laboratoiY o..nd the
closing of the lah. '
,
I didn't Cce 1 the\' 1·: ere all that
bad, but if the)· 're ｧｯｴｾ＠
t o he l ike that
about it, I won't send any mor e .
F.H.A.

WHERE THE HELL IS CHILBOLTON?
by

tell me where this place is pretty soon ,
I may do something crazy, like assume the
Goldstack structure foT 3C 84 and ｴｾＧ＠
to
solve for the location of Chilbolton!

L.K . Hutton
University of Maryland and
Goddard Space Flight Cen ter
'F I C1, i,

This is ridiculous!
Or so I told myself, as I sat on the
floor in the reference section of McKeldin Library at the University of Maryland, with every conceivable world atlas,
including the Ne\v York Times Atlas and
the Rand McNally, spread on the floor in
front of me. Arbovale, West Virginia is
in them both, so why not Chilbolton? All
I could do was settle fo r Slough, only
slightly comforted by the fact that both
atlases seem to agree on its position.
How did I get into a wild goose chase
like this one, anyhow? (Perhaps an apt
compari son, but the wild geese do not belong on that end of the baseline!) All
I had wanted to do Has check a model for
the stnlCtuTe o£ 3C 84! Innocently
enough, I set out to check it against the
visibility function pub lished this summer
by Our NortheTn NeighbouTs.
The hang up came in finding the baseline. Not to mention getting the source
map inverted and sideways , having different data points on the two diagrams of
the vis i bility function , and quoting position angles of up to 369° (see Fig. 1),
it appears that they have also managed
to use a station that c&lnot be found in
any references available to a poor graduate student in the United States.
I finally did my check , however .
Working from th e fact that someone I know
remembered seeing a dish from the bus on
the way from Brighton to Stonehenge , I
• located Chilbolton 50 km west and 25 km
south of Slough, and of couTse it didn't
make any difference at all (I could have
used downto1m London as the other station
and reasonably reproduced the uv track!).
The model still doesn 't Nark very we ll.
But there is a certain challenge in
absurdity like this! If someone doesn't
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MOTIF AT ION

Now that the Canadian Astronomical
Society has come up with its brand new
spirally galactic logo (available as a
lapel pin on demand), maybe we NRC types
should acquire our own ｨ･ｲ｡ｬ､ｩ
ｾ＠ device if
we want to preserve our image.
The Observer is wi lling t o receive
suggestions . In the meantime a sui table
coat of arms might be composed of an ivory
tower on a field of gold,suTTounded by
intertwined red tape and surmounted by
cTossed memoranda bearing the inscription
1
I ner>tia Orrmia Vinci t 1 • We would, of
course, have professors rampan t on ei t her
side.
B.H.A.
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RECO LLECTIONS OF A SUMMER STUDENT
The persona l, t ax ded u ctible, memorabilJo
of
Geoffrey J . R. Wyght

1ne summe r s tudents of 1973 at the
ARO were universi t y or college s tudent s
vr i th s cientific backgrounds and interes t s . We wer e t he l owes t on the t ot em
pol e but did various jobs t o ease the
work load of other s . For instance , we
made the surr ounding ar ea of the ARO
more attract ive l ooking.* Some times ,
hm,;eve r, we kep t t-1r. Dus ton and Mr.
Findlay on t heir r espective t oes .
I had been l ooking fo rward to wor king in that part of Ont ar io even though
I did not know what it l ooked like or how
t he conditions were . Al so , becaus e of
my active interest in as tronomy I r e li shed the thought of spending hours examining countless numbers of radio
t el es copes .
However , i t was not quite t he way
ｾＧｬ､｣
ｨ＠
I just described . Ther e were weeks
of wo rking in bug- i nfes t ed bushl and . It
\•ras 2 gr eat way to ge t in good physica l
shape ; s o much s o that Dr. B.H. Andr ew
asked one day , "How are things down at
[l.! us cle Beach? "
Little by li t t l e with t he help of
the vi s iting as t ronomers and technicians
f r ont tv!- 50 and t he w1i versi t i es, the
drivers and technicians at the si t es , I
become fami l iar with some of the oper at i ons . ['. lost o£ the as t ronome r s t ook time
to exp lain Hhat t hey were do ing. Of t he
techni cillils , Joe Fle t cher comes t o mind.
llc gave us a thorough descript i on o£ t he
hyd rogen maser during the L.B.I . exper irlcnt ond ･ ｾ Ｍｰ ｬ Ｚｴ ｩｮ ･｣ｬ＠ \\'hy or whr not it was
worki ng. The driver s tol d us \\·hat every
\i·.'.:d! >

1 dc>r: ' t ki-m,' > I alzJay s thouJht the
ﾷ ﾷＧ＠
tn t1:-? scener>y .

chi!: ''IWtl:s o:,i -Z.=:..!. ｔＧＢｾｃＡ

switch on the control pane ], Hh.ich h'C wer e
about t o flick, di d.
I would like t o t hank Ken Davidson
for he l ping me l ea rn some ;rut o ｭ｣ｨｾｵｙｩｳ＠
and instructing on hm-: to use the fire
fighting equipment. Fort tmately , we onl y
had to us e it once. Fight:ing t he small
fire at the PembroL(• Lumber Compa::ty s·i te
was probably t he most exciting job that I
had to do. My chi l cU10od dTe<-l!Tl Has to be a
fireman and her e I \,·as at the nozz l e end of
the hose ; se<:unper i ng f or co ver v..hcn the
Department of LanJs and For ests aircraft
skinmed the treetops t o dump i t s l oad of
water; telling t he l u.rnb erj acks t o grab a
shove l and put out an isol at ed fi r e or
cl ear thi s or t hat out of the way so that
we coul d get ri ght into th e fire.
Jus t as excit ing was pain ting t he di sh
of the s ite 3 te l es cope . Thi s gave us a
chance to climb the f eed l egs up t o the
receiver for a br eath tetking v i e1v of the
cotm t ryside ar ound us. H !\-I rhe c811leras
clicked Hith abandon!
Since I Has a city s lj cker, ｾ＠ ｡ｬＺｾｯ＠
kept the camera on hand for :t shot at any
Hildl ife . To me the ru sh hour tra ffic by
t he bears at the dump \vD-s mor e r c l a-xi ng
thaJl the ci ty r ush hour ..
ｾｴＧ＠
stay a t the ARO was a \•:elcome
change r·r o:rl cit>· Ｍｾ＠ ife. Where el se coul d
you finish a hard l3y ' s work by jumping
into a wa nn but rr·r.:'.:;h i llg l a\e t hen si tt i ng
down in a r e l8.xec\ ｾ＠ -;nosph-?re t o one of
Fr ed' s excellently ·,-·o!·'::d rne:'ls? Yessi r,
if a hard day at the oftiu· let rou dmm
t hen Fred ' s cookjng p;cked you up.
Although T IICJ\'C' only no.n.ed a few \•iho
now come to mind , T h'OlJ 1,\ 1i ke t o ｴｨ｡ｮＮｾ＠
eve ryone 1.rho he l ped ｭ｡ｾ＠ e ｊｾ｜Ｍ
stmr.e,· 0 f
1973 i nter ec;ting .md \·:orth\··hiL:.
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STAY OUT OF

THE KITCHEN

The ARO Observer has come of age.
(You, of course, may have been thinking
that it had died, it 's been so long since
the last issue, but here we are, resurrected). tvlark this. We have received
our first indignant letter (well, sort of)
from an irate reader, the ubiquitous
Eugene Epstein. Someone is out there
ｬｩｳｴ･ｮｧｾ＠

Such an event is tremendously flattering for myself as author of the
offending ;-trtlcle. Not only has somebody
been reading my stuff, he actually took
it seriously enough to think it worth
rebutting. Nothing is more deflating to
a self-appointed olfensive arbcle \vriter
ｾ＠ than to he completely ignored.
The letter begins 'Bryan' (softening
me up before it socks it to me) . It
• continues

"The Cornet's Tail column entitled "In
Defence of the Flat Earth Society" contains
the following sentence : "Abortion on demand
is touted, yet abortion on demand is basically a denial of one's accountability for
the fOreseeable consequences of one's ovm
actions." (Emphasis added.)
In the course of my extensive volunteer
efforts as a problem pregnancy counselor at
a local free medical clinic, I have spoken
to approximately 900 women, most of 1vhom
decided, either individually or in concert
with their partners, upon abortion as the
solution to their Problem pregnanC)'. The
overwhelming majority were motivated toward
this choice by considerations of responsibility to the potentia] chi 1 d ancl to tl'ernseJves.
The pregnancies were problems because
the women realized that they and their
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p:1rtncrs were not in a position to assure
thnt th e potential child would be well ho r!l :1rHl lov ingl :· :1r.cl responsibly provided
!tl r.
ｾ｢ｮｹ＠
also realized that they pre1-n r etl :1 child - frce life, or ｴｨｲｾ＠
they
\:<' n ' r1u t yet cap:thle or being the emotion;tll \' nuture pa r cnt(s) to which every child
s lt <1ttld he cnti t1ed .
'll1 e y were al so responsible enough to
kn' M tlwt the (a i 1ur e of a contraceptive
o 1· the fni lure t o use a contraceptive
•:. hnulcl not be the reason for such an imllul'ta llt process as the passing on of life
t,' :t nci•i hum:tn bej ng.
ｾｦ ｹ＠ observations therefore indicate
1· 1ta t th e above -quoted sentence would be
｣ｯｮﾷｾ
ｩ ｳ ｴ ｣ ｮｴ＠
1·: ith reality if it were slightly
;t l t e rc el to read : "Abortion on demand i s
1>::1s ic ally ail acceptance of one ' s accountth i l i tr l·orthc foresccable consequences
,,r one's own ac ti ons . "
F.ugene E. Epstein
Radio As tronomy Program
The Aerospace Corporation

score years and ten. Barri.n,c; the deliberate ac t of, say , pu11 i nr the tr i.grc r, n
victim , in nonnal cirCLuns tan ce s, 1-:ould
contim1e to a ripe old ｩＱＡ ｾ ･ Ｎ＠
In both cases the nc ti.on toke n results
in the r e being one human 1 i fe k ss in the
world than there wo ul d have been if no CJction
wer e taken. Yet one a c t j :-:; : 1 c ri1:1c, tlw
other :1 mecl i c:1l r rocf'durc . There 's no 1ogic
in that.
The execution of c:t murderer, r:tp i st,
hi jacker or poljticn l terrorist i s ｴｾ ･＠
elimination of a person Hho !-Jas at l east
demons trated his incomratihil it y l•: i th
society . Society decides that he is not
worth the trouble of keeping alive . TI1e
unborn foetus must be regarded as an inno cent , tmless you believe in ori gina l s in*.
The mother-to-be decid e s he i s not worth
the inconvenience of hearinr nnd h r i.nf: inr
up .
Yet curiously the people who favour
abortion on demand tend t o be the same
people who favo ur the abo li tion of the death
pena lty . There's no logic in th;tt , e ither.
The woman ivho has an abort ion ha s one
because she does not want a child , Co r he r
Even an apparently ol truis mm reasons. i
tic devotion to th e:' chi. l rl ' s welfare is he r
own r eason . 'Don ' t do me no favours, '
quoth the child, Lmconsultecl.
An abortion is the easy way out . It is
the facile solution, and in tocby ' s
emotionally immoture society the facile
solution is the favoured solution in all
things .
It is emotiona l inunaturity that Eugene
mentions in his letter . [t was emotiona l
iJmnaturity that I was decrying in my artic l e .
On the same subject and from the same obser vations \ve reach op])Osite conclus ions.
And there's no 1ogic in that.

ｾ ｾ ﾷ＠ reply is simply that none of the
;1rguments advanced above are reasons for
,1 hortion, they arc simp l y rationalisations
n l- ｾ Ｑ＠ de cision a lready made.
1 suggest tha t Eugene , in his role as
.1 un ms elor , is not he lping the women to
.t ni\'e a t :1 decision . C
D1ey have already
J <)l l<... that, ｴｨｯｵ
Ｌｲ ｾｨ＠
they may'not admit it,
, \ :' 11 to th crtselve s . What he does, by his
' h' ice and S)111pathy , is to allow them to
Ｌ Ｌ ｾＮＺ＠
1101\'l edge th:1t dec i sian .
His acquiesl·c nce, perk1ps even encouragement , penni ts
t i L' lll to :1 lL1 y their sense of guilt or to
r r ,ll b: cr the h L1me to him.
!'- ly point is th:1 t s uc h decisions are
r\ 1l ;tnivccl at l ogically but emotionally.
***************
,\]l,) t·ri nn is :1 purely emotional issue and
I
hope
you
wen_, ｾＱｬ ｬ＠ struck by the
i t i s use less to argue for or against it
piquancy
of
the
a bon' p:uag raphs. :-.late
•lJ1 ｲ ｾ Ｑ＠ t iuna 1 grounds . /\ ques tion as fLmdatheir
syrnphon
ic
r e i ten t i on of previous
ｾ＠
(or prevention if
W'Jtt:il :1s the ｴＱｫｩｮ
refrains.
Observe
h J1:. t he s;l11lT:et r y of the
\''' 1 h i ll ) o f huma11 liCe is bound t o be
·w ct:Jot i utl :Jl one to all but the most
deliltlll' llli s ed of persons.
ｲｾ ＱｲＭｩｮｧ＠
the cle 1i bcrnte act of abortion
t T t)'. r· :re:_"') i . +-""; c.. il':, .'' '0, ' • I , ' .-.'. i, ,, Jilt• ,'1
tht.· loe tu s \vi.ll , in nonnn1 condition s , be
.
.
l'
,,,
111
c',t'(11\ l i !l ' :lnd 1 i \'l out its three
1

1

)

ｽｾＯ

［＠

ｾﾷｯ

Ｌ ＭＮＺ

｟Ｌ＠

ﾷｊｾ

ﾷ＠

ＮＬｾ＠

prose obscures the shallowness of the
thoughts.
If ever a sentence screamed 'End
here - stop - finish - beautiful, baby,
he aut ifuJ , wind it up' , it's that last .
one , and if I had any sense I would qult
while I can still feel the literary
•ecstasy. But I started out to tell a
story before I got sidetracked into the
diatribe, and tell it I will.
Wh en I was a student at Glasgow
!m i versi ty (here it comes again, Ole
Andrew's boyhood reminiscences) one of
t he highlights of the year was the Ivledical Soc iety's film show . Actually the
ｾＱ･､ｩ｣｡ｬ＠
Society had monthly, perhaps even
1veekly film shows, but there was only one
that anybody went to. That was the one
on contraceptives and it paid for all the
others and probably for a booze-up for
the Medical Society types as well.
The hall was ahvays jamned, upstairs
and down, young men sat in the aisles,
htmo over ba 1co nies , perched on radiators
｡ｮ､ｾｷｩｯ＠
s ill s , and - probably would have
S\vHnp, Kl ut e-1 ike from the 1 ights had they
been within reach . The air was foetid
with smoke , sweat , and rib ald humour, and
the tcfllperat ure soon rose to about nin ety
degrees . (In Glasgow, that's something .)
The organisers, with a true sense of
the theatrical, kept the feature attra ction till the end , so we all had to sit
through a coLvle of nauseating little
numbers on surgical techniques. The first
of these opened with a close up, of an
unidentifiable expanse of human flesh.
The flesh was left there, filling the
sc r een Hi th its empty tmstructured
smoothn ess just long enough for us to
ascertain tha t it was, in fact , living,
wam, s li ghtl y quivering, sti ll attached
" flesh .
ｾ＠
A strangely disembod i ed hand appeared
from one edge of the screen, scalpe l
• poised. It drew the scalpel ·delicately
and lightly across the flesh, like a
t;entl eman appo rtioning a slice of Englishthin roast beef. At first nothing seemed
to have happened , except that there was
a thin, scarcely di sce rn ibl e white line
across the sbn . Then a drop of blood
squeezed through, and h1mg there, then
ｾ＠

<mother, and ;:mothe r, :1nd s!011'1;; t 11c l-ll'S:1
s-rli t apart into a ｳｨｯ ｲｰＭ｣､
ｾ｣Ｌ｟ｬ＠
red c rc\':1ssc.
At this point the person in front of
me screamed and collapsed in a dead fG. i nt .
Overcome, I thought, by the apynri t ion
before him. But it turned out tha t he had
had his foot wedged beneath the tip-11p
chair in front of him, and a latecomer ,
c lambering in, had dropped into a chair ,
crushinP, the foot.
The faintee's friends carried him out
and deposited him in the corridor somewhere,
then, aware that chivalry shrivels quickly
in the harsh environment of self- interest ,
they hurried back lest someone stole ｴｾ ﾷ Ｑ･ｩ＠ r
seats.
After sitting through another hour or
so of bloody enlightenment, II'C were more
than readv to abandon the intestinal
ｲｵｭ｡ｧｩｮ
ｾ Ｎ＠ We greeted the main attraction
with perhaps more joy than it deserved.
The film was by any standards unimaginative. It was one of thos e doCLm1entaries
so common about fifteen year s ago wherein
the expert stands in some ｶ｡ｾＱ
･ ｬ ｹ＠
academic
surroundings and lectures the camera in
monotone . But it quickly got to the point.
The camera scanned a table l i ttered with an
array of what appeared to be medievul
torture instruments of aston ishin g mnnber,
variety and inventiveness. There were hooks,
curves, cli.ps and rings of all and ｾｭｹ＠
imaginable sort .
'Here we have a mnnber of contraceptive
devices', intoned the l ec turer . 'from my
personal collection', hollered the Voice
in the Gallery.
The !'.1onotone then selected a few of the
more common species for demonstrati c.n.
(Remember that I was unfortLmate enough to
spend my youth before the Age of the Pill . )
Our ears pricked up. Did he say demonstratiort? He did, indeed .
The scr een was again filled by an
expanse of flesh, but this time C\'erybody
recognized it. A raucous cheer went up.
It was, after all , the only thing identifiably female in the room.
The disembodied hand once more appeured
and went about its clinical business
(wearing a rubber glove, of course) . l t
brought in implement after implement, all
of which were quic\:ly Slvellloh'C'd up. Rings
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ro l lcnvccl James followed syri nges in bei l der i ng success ion wit i 1 th e Voice in
tl1c C;1] 1cry ,doubti ng the capacity of even
the seem ingly ind e fatigable catch - all con rront ing him, bellmvecl plaintjvely , ' Hey,
i s then: r oom for anything else in there?'
Tl1e film continued in the same vein
ro r ［ｾ＠ few more minutes, and then we found
nmsl'l vcs outs ide, reflecting that the
l. i L1n shO\v ｨｾＱ､＠
h e en o pretty effective
collt raceptive device in itself. None of
us felt interested in sex for at least
I i Ct ccn minut es afterwards .
But what s ticks most in my mind is
the opening sequence. It consisted simply
o[ the lecturer s t anding beside a long,
lon[; scro ll which he had unrolled and
hung I rom the l·mll . The scroll contained
:1 list, in a lphabet i.cal order , of all the
lJIO\m contr.1 ccptjve me thods .
It was a
1ollg ljst. "Only the first of these is
one hundred percent effective ", said the
l ect urer . 111e r e it was , at the top of
the li st , in a lJ i ts glory , the only
-;1 1rc 1v.1y .
Abs tinence .
T r ecommend it to those who feel they
arc abso lutely w1able to accept t he risk
() r having J. child.
\1'

There arc some people w!to \\'i] l argue
that black i s ｾ［ｨｩ＠
t e . I' m one of them.
The argument goes like thi s :An object that absorbs a ll wa\·elengths
of light equally i s said to be black. An
object t hat reflects all wave l engths equall y is white . Those are our definitions of
b l ack and white .
But no object is a perfect absorber ,
so the black object refle ct s some of the
l ight incident on it. Indeed if it wasn't
for the light reflected from it we wou ld
not be able to see it, for we see things
by the light l eaving them and entering our
eyes .
Now because the black object absorbs
all wavelengths equally, the refl ected
component of light mus t also conta in all
wavelengths equal l y . In other words h'e
see the black object in t he light reflect ed by it,' and that light contains all
wavelengths equally.
But that is jus t the definition of
white, so the black object i s really
white. Right?
B. H.A.

B. H.A.

LATE NEWS - BROTEN TO CAPTAIN TITANIC
ｾＬﾷ［Ｎ

Ｎ ＫＺ＠

a1 )ticle was typed ove r
:
objections of our secretary !
1•1' ' 'c ru female within hailing di stance .
1 /,' 'u' · i :r n --. Jmowledqe ｾ＠ even ､･ｭ
｡ｮ､
ｾ＠
that
';1, f;tl:'l ' :,,, ,.; Ul <'•fual responsibility to
! .-.; ·o•:• Fr; ,·l.i ,' 1.
So in the above you
t.'/rl!f , if' :t·Jil ＮＧ Ｇ ｩＺＭ［ＯＱ
ｾ＠ I'C-<.1 ' their ' for> ' her '
,.,, ! ' t!•.' ('Oi ', 'llts ' foi' ' the LJoman '.
l:iJ'<' I' tWl•rLciy tl1c hiologica Z f acts are
1
1:,t :1/.:'n ncitl1e r he,n' childJ en nor have
,; t'f·i., n:J . · · t I •' /;nal l'ei-o must be and
ﾷ Ｎ ｾ＠ '"·· t.J Ｍｲｾ＾Ｎｺ［＠
'. : .
f ULcl'e}or e d irect my
, ｾ＠ · .' ; ' 1 r: . · ;
t 'l / , ' ·t
ri!" , 'oci ｦ｣ｩＧｏｗｾ＠

1

tl ,,

Noman W. Broten has been appointed
Head of the Radio Astronomy Section of the
Astrophysics Branch of NRC . His appo intment became effective on April 1, 1974 .
We are assured t hat no s ignificance should
be attached t o the elate.
He succeeds Dr . J .L. Locke Hho has
given up the post to concentrate on h is
dutie s as Chief of the Ast r ophys ics Branch .
· -- - - - - - · --·- .. - ----··-

J .

Par ting ThouJllt_
ｾＧ＠

t: "h.-:· :,>.'nen rtghtly insist that

they ''' ｾ＠ ｾ＠
.·.·r:._::Z ｩＧｃﾷｳ･

ｾ＠

ｴｬＧｾ｡＼］Ｚ､＠

a s objects 1 as perit seems only fair
:· -, ?Li.Y\,fltD ex tenL-7. the same conside r,hi 'J, to theil' ･ｨＬＺｬ､ｊｙｮ
ｾ＠ born or
ｾ＠ {;' l" ｾ＠ . . 'f"J fl .
Ｎ Ｚｯｳｩｮ

ｾ＠

If you can keep rour head 1:hen
all about you are losing the irs , you 'll
be about ten inches tall e r than every body else.
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